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How to Prepare for Production Pipeline Failure

Thank you all for coming. I'm glad that you decided to stick around for this very last session of GDC 2012. Please silence your cell phones.

My name is Ron Pieket. I'm a senior engineer at Insomniac Games, where I primarily work on productivity tools and pipeline.

Before that I was at Pandemic Studios for many years, where I worked on Mercenaries and Mercenaries 2. After Mercenaries 2 was completed, I 
joined the Saboteur team, to help them finish the game.



It was after that switch that I really started to think about production pipeline issues. And how we, as engineers, can help our content team 
experience less downtime, be more productive, and make the game more awesome.

When I joined The Saboteur, the team was already in crunch mode. People were working long hours, weekends, some hardly ever went home. 
Kids would show up on weekends because they never got to see their daddy - I'm sure this is a familiar scenario. (Cue violins)

But what struck me was that although these dedicated people were working all these extra hours, for a good portion of the day they were 
sitting on their hands. They were sitting on their hands because the build was broken.



I will be using this term quite a bit throughout this talk. I want to make clear that when I say that “the build is broken”, I don't mean that the 
code won't compile. That's a simple issue. What I mean by breakage is that one moment you are fighting nazi's, aliens, or zombies, and the 
next moment you are not.

[CLICK] A assertion fails, the game freezes up, the screen goes black… or maybe you just lose an important functionality in the game, the AI 
stops running or the hero falls through the terrain.

And in particular, I will focus on the kind of breakage that is caused by programming errors, that then causes the artists and designers to not 
be able to do their work. There is a whole other category of breakage that is caused by errors in the content data, but the topic of this talk is 
already quite broad.
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Production downtime

And breakage affects us greatly. You see, we are not just DEVELOPING the game. We are also USING it. We, the team, are the first users, the first 
consumers of the game. We rely on it to do our job. And when the build fails, people end up sitting on their hands.

And of course we know that. When the build is broken, engineers rush to find and fix the problem, get a patch out to the team with great haste, 
because people are sitting still.
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How do you manage instability?

And the question that's being asked is: "how come the build is broken again?" And we revisit our programming practices and check-in 
procedures, to make sure that we don't break the build EVER again. Breakage is really costing us, so we put in place a code vetting system, 
where every code submission is peer reviewed. We put in place unit testing, smoke testing, branching, public flogging. All in an attempt to 
reduce build breakage.

But we are asking the wrong question. The question is not "how come the build is broken again?", because the answer to that is quite obvious. 
The build is broken because the game is still in development. Of course it is going to break. Software that is in development should be 
expected to break, a good deal of the time.

The real question is "when the build is broken, why do people have to sit on their hands?"
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And you can’t scale up these vetting and testing procedures to a point that the build never breaks again. They are labor intensive, and when 
taken to an extreme, they can slow down development and stifle creativity and experimentation. And the other problem is that they only 
address the FREQUENCY of breakages. It’s as if we think that if we try hard enough, we will never break the build again. That of course is not 
the case. The build will still break.

I won’t argue that we should do away with testing and branching and flogging. It is still important that we reduce the frequency of breakages.

But a plan that only addresses the FREQUENCY of breakage is incomplete.
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You see, the problem is not really breakage. It is DOWNTIME. There are other factors at play here, not just the frequency. Overall downtime is a 
product of the frequency of breakage, and the average time it takes to fix each one.

Well actually that’s wrong. This equation is very out of date.

[CLICK] This WAS the case in 1986, when I started out in the game industry. Back then, team size was typically ONE. “I” was the game designer, 
the artist, the sound guy, and also the programmer. “I was making a computer game.” So if the build was broken, “I” had to fix it. And the time 
it took me to fix it was downtime. If it took me half a day to fix it, that was half a day of downtime.
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But that was a quarter of a century ago. Today we have team sizes of 50, 80, and more. When you have 50 people waiting for you to fix the 
build, and it takes you half a day, that is 25 man-days of downtime. That is more than a month.
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So we clearly need to minimize DOWNTIME. If we can spend more time being productive, we can make the game more awesome, and still have 
time to spend with our families.
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But it seems that most of our efforts into reducing downtime go to reducing the NUMBER of breakages.

This is what code vetting, testing, branching and flogging is all about.
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● Need to look at how breakage affects the team

So today I want to shift the focus to measures you can take to reduce the number of people that breakage will affect. Note that in the slide I 
wrote “the number of people WAITING”, not “the number of people on the team”. If people can carry on working while you are fixing the build, 
there is no downtime.

[CLICK] And I will also talk a bit about reducing the time it takes to fix the build, by being better prepared.
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Three downtime reducing measures

In this session I will highlight three downtime reducing measures. And these are just examples. I hope that by the end of this session, you will 
have picked up some ideas, but most of all, that you are inspired to look at your own production pipeline, and make it fail in a better way.

[CLICK] Next up, I will talk about data/code dependencies. I found that the choices we make HERE have a profound effect on productivity.
[CLICK] Then I will talk about assertions, how to make them less intrusive and yet more effective.
[CLICK] And finally I will discuss how, at Insomniac, we have successfully prevented loss of work in our tools due to crashes, by using a client/
server model, and got a ton of goodies for free.
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In this session I will highlight three downtime reducing measures. And these are just examples. I hope that by the end of this session, you will 
have picked up some ideas, but most of all, that you are inspired to look at your own production pipeline, and make it fail in a better way.
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Data/code dependencies

Mercenaries, The Saboteur, and Resistance 3 all suffered from downtime caused by data/code dependency issues.



Data build times

Lengthy data rebuilds a never fun. But they can become a real issue when the build is broken.
If the latest version of the game executable requires a new data version, that is what I would call a REGULAR data rebuild, and you can plan it 
into your day. You set it going overnight, or over lunch.
[PAUSE] When the build is broken, the first line of defense against downtime, is to offer an archive of previous builds. For artists and designers, 
yesterday’s build is a good fall-back option. Should take only a few minutes, no downtime.
[CLICK] But if yesterday’s executable requires yesterday’s data format, you are faced with a forced data rebuild.
And NOW switching back to yesterday’s executable takes two hours. And you can’t plan it into your day. So that’s real downtime. And later, 
when the build is fixed, another two hours to switch back to today’s data format.
[CLICK] And this is what happened at The Saboteur. There was a strong dependency between the code version and the data version, so when 
the build was broken, people would rather wait for a fix than face the additional two data rebuilds they would need to switch back to 
yesterday’s executable.
Mercenaries and the Saboteur had very different approaches to data formats and data building, and I will compare the two. Out of these two, 
there is no overall winner. But stay tuned, I may have a solution.
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So first let me show you the production pipeline. Mercenaries and the Saboteur looked very similar in this respect. I found the same thing again 
when I joined Insomniac. I believe this is a common pattern.

The content team, that’s the artists and designers, work with third party and in-house tools. These tools read and write their own native 
formats. This is what I call “archive data”. Some call it “source data”. This is a collection of formats that we generally have no control over, and 
that can be written as well as read by the tools.
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Eventually, data from these files has to end up in the game’s memory. At runtime, we don’t want to be parsing a hodge-podge of archive data 
formats, if we even could.

[CLICK] So pretty much all games transform this archive data into something a little more runtime digestible. I call that “engine data”. This is 
optimized for loading at runtime, or streaming.
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And this is where the data builders come in.
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Most of the pipelines I have seen over the past decade or so have looked very much like this. But where they differed the most was the choice of 
the engine data format.

[CLICK] Both Mercenaries and The Saboteur were console games that made great demands on disk data transfer. Both were streaming open 
world games. When you are loading a level, as opposed to streaming, disk efficiency is just a matter of good manners: don't keep your players 
waiting. But in a streaming open world game, file performance affects the quality of the environment. As the player is speeding through the 
world in his convertible, models and texture, chunks of terrain and the like have to come in from disk. If the disk i/o doesn't keep up, you end 
up with artifacts, low res artwork in close-up, or worse, objects will be missing.
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The Saboteur placed great emphasis on streaming efficiency. And they achieved that. They employed a technique that I will call load-n-go. 
Efficient for streaming, but strong dependencies.

[CLICK] Mercenaries on the other hand employed what I will call a READ-N-BUILD approach. This reduces data/code dependencies, and leads to 
fewer forced data rebuilds, but performance kind of sucks.

[CLICK] So I tried to find an approach that combines the efficiency of LOAD-N-GO without the dependency issues. I couldn’t find it so I made 
one up. I call it STRUCTURED BINARY. This is, right now, an experimental technology, but it’s looking promising.
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Game data format categories
● “Load-n-Go”

● “Read-n-Build”

● “Structured Binary”

First let me show you what makes LOAD-N-GO so efficient, and horrible for your production pipeline.
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Over next slides, I'll be talking about archive files, engine files, and memory

Keep an eye on where they are in the production pipeline, while I do my Magic Move slide transition. Thank you Steve Jobs
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A data builder reads the wordy archive file, and fits everything in the right places in the engine file
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A data builder reads the wordy archive file, and fits everything in the right places in the engine file



“Load-n-Go” data files

archive  file memoryengine file

[CLICK] So on the left we have an archive file. Don't worry if you can't read it. I realize that the text is a little small. It's a random piece of XML. 
The text is not important, it's just to show that there's a lot of stuff in there that we don't necessarily want to be parsing at runtime.

[CLICK] And on the right, a C struct. Again, don't worry if you cant read. It's not an exciting read.
And remember I’m demonstrating a data loading principle, not a specific file format.



“Load-n-Go” data files

archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

[CLICK] So on the left we have an archive file. Don't worry if you can't read it. I realize that the text is a little small. It's a random piece of XML. 
The text is not important, it's just to show that there's a lot of stuff in there that we don't necessarily want to be parsing at runtime.

[CLICK] And on the right, a C struct. Again, don't worry if you cant read. It's not an exciting read.
And remember I’m demonstrating a data loading principle, not a specific file format.
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struct
{
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};
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</body>

[CLICK] So on the left we have an archive file. Don't worry if you can't read it. I realize that the text is a little small. It's a random piece of XML. 
The text is not important, it's just to show that there's a lot of stuff in there that we don't necessarily want to be parsing at runtime.

[CLICK] And on the right, a C struct. Again, don't worry if you cant read. It's not an exciting read.
And remember I’m demonstrating a data loading principle, not a specific file format.



“Load-n-Go” data files

archive  file memoryengine file
struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

In a LOAD-N-GO data loading system, the format of the engine file is byte-for-byte identical with the C struct that it will be used to initialize.
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“Load-n-Go” data files

archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

The data builder needs to be compiled with the target C structure.

[CLICK] When the builder runs, it will parse the archive format, place values in the various struct fields, and then write the file to disk as a binary 
block.
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“Load-n-Go” data files

archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
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“Load-n-Go” data files

archive  file memoryengine file
struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
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 float y;
 float z;
};
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struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

The data format is not in any way expressed in the file itself. It is a blind block of raw data.

[CLICK] It's a mystery box.
The only way to use this data, is to initialize the matching runtime C struct with it. In order to make sure that the data in the file and the C 
struct match, is to mark it with a version number. That information is stored in a special portion of the file.
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The data format is not in any way expressed in the file itself. It is a blind block of raw data.

[CLICK] It's a mystery box.
The only way to use this data, is to initialize the matching runtime C struct with it. In order to make sure that the data in the file and the C 
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When it is time for the game to load this file, it must first verify that the data in the file matches the current C struct. So it compares the version 
number of the file, with the version number it is expecting.
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loader

If all is clear, the binary block from the file is written into memory, pointers are set up, and the data is ready to go.
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300.0

Whoa! That was fast!

I can’t imagine a faster way to get your data from disk into your program, ready for use.
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But here’s the rub.
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Tomorrow we may change the C struct.
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v42

And if you change the C struct by even a hair, it needs to be marked with a new version number.
Now the runtime will detect a discrepancy, and prohibits the load.

[CLICK] And now the engine file is useless. There is no way to use the file anymore. The old C struct was the only way to properly access the 
data in the file, and it is gone.
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So now we must compile the data builder with the new target C struct, and rebuild all engine files.

Which would not be much of an issue, if it weren’t for the fact...
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{
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...that there’s a 100,000 of them.
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“Load-n-Go” data files

So LOAD-N-GO is the quickest way to get your data from disk to memory and usable. There is hardly any CPU processing involved. Perhaps a 
few pointer fix-ups, but that’s very minor.

[CLICK] LOAD-N-GO has another advantage, that makes it very attractive for streaming open world games. Because the data on disk is exactly 
the same size as it will take in memory, you can load it directly into the block of memory where it will live for its entire life span. There is no 
need to allocate larger intermediate buffers. The Saboteur used a fixed pool of fixed size buffers.
[CLICK][CLICK]
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“Load-n-Go” data files
● Pro: Minimal CPU overhead

● Pro: Simple memory management

● Con: Strong data/code dependency means frequent long 
data rebuilds

● Con: Switching to previous build can be time consuming

So LOAD-N-GO is the quickest way to get your data from disk to memory and usable. There is hardly any CPU processing involved. Perhaps a 
few pointer fix-ups, but that’s very minor.

[CLICK] LOAD-N-GO has another advantage, that makes it very attractive for streaming open world games. Because the data on disk is exactly 
the same size as it will take in memory, you can load it directly into the block of memory where it will live for its entire life span. There is no 
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Game data format categories

That was the principle used in The Saboteur. Mercenaries used a technique that I have dubbed READ-N-BUILD.
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“Read-n-Build” data files

archive  file memory
struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

engine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

Remember I’m describing a principle here, not a specific format.

[CLICK] Mercenaries used a chunk based format, similar to IFF.

In a chunk based format, such as IFF, fields are laid out in a fixed, stable, known order. They may or may not match a particular C struct. In this 
case, they don’t. It is the known order of the fields that is important.
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Remember I’m describing a principle here, not a specific format.

[CLICK] Mercenaries used a chunk based format, similar to IFF.

In a chunk based format, such as IFF, fields are laid out in a fixed, stable, known order. They may or may not match a particular C struct. In this 
case, they don’t. It is the known order of the fields that is important.



“Read-n-Build” data files

archive  file memory
struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

engine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

"FORM"
x
y
z
height
width

The data builder is very similar, except that this time, additional formatting information is included, such as chunk headers. This will help the 
runtime to navigate the data in the file.

[CLICK] So at runtime, after identifying the chunk and all, we rely on the known fixed order of the data in the file. Like so.
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runtime 
loader

The data builder is very similar, except that this time, additional formatting information is included, such as chunk headers. This will help the 
runtime to navigate the data in the file.

[CLICK] So at runtime, after identifying the chunk and all, we rely on the known fixed order of the data in the file. Like so.



void ReadFoo( Foo* foo, IffChunk* chunk )
{
  foo->x      = chunk->NextFloat();
  foo->y      = chunk->NextFloat();
  foo->z      = chunk->NextFloat();
  foo->height = chunk->NextInt();
  foo->width  = chunk->NextInt();
}

"FORM"
x
y
z
height
width

The reader reads through the fields, one by one, and writes the data in the runtime structure, one field at a time.



void ReadFoo( Foo* foo, IffChunk* chunk )
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“Read-n-Build” data files
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[CLICK] And before we do that, we must initialize the runtime struct with defaults.

[CLICK] Then we read the fields.

[CLICK]
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[CLICK] And before we do that, we must initialize the runtime struct with defaults.

[CLICK] Then we read the fields.
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[CLICK] And before we do that, we must initialize the runtime struct with defaults.

[CLICK] Then we read the fields.
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archive  file memory
struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

engine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
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x
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“Read-n-Build” data files

So now the part where LOAD-N-GO had to give up. A change in the runtime format.



archive  file memory
struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

engine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

"FORM"
x
y
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“Read-n-Build” data files

This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memory
struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

engine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

 enum beer;

"FORM"
x
y
z
height
width

“Read-n-Build” data files
todayyesterday

This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
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encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
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struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 enum beer;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

“Read-n-Build” data files
todayyesterday

This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

"FORM"
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y
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height
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struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 enum beer;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

runtime 
loader

“Read-n-Build” data files
todayyesterday

This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>
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struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 enum beer;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

runtime 
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“Read-n-Build” data files
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todayyesterday

This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
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  <x>100.0</x>
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  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>
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 float x;
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 float z;
};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
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This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
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encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
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 </object>
</body>
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};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
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This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
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};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
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This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>
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struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 enum beer;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
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This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>
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struct
{
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 enum beer;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};
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“Read-n-Build” data files

100.0
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This is no problem.

[CLICK] We can read the data file that was built yesterday with the new reader.
[CLICK] The order of the data in the chunk hasn’t changed.
[CLICK] The reader can determine the length of the chunk from the chunk header, so when it reaches the end of the chunk data, it stops 
reading.
[CLICK] Any fields that were not in yesterday’s data file will be left at the default value in the runtime memory structure. 

Of course this doesn’t cover every possible data change. Sometimes this simple reordering is not possible. But most of the time, this will cover 
the 80% case.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};

"FORM"
x
y
z
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width

“Read-n-Build” data files

And the other way around is not a problem either.

[CLICK] If you have built data with the new field in it, you can still read it with yesterday’s executable. Remember this was important when 
today’s build is broken.
[CLICK] The old reader will only read the fields that it knows about, and ignore additional fields in the chunk.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
today yesterday

And the other way around is not a problem either.

[CLICK] If you have built data with the new field in it, you can still read it with yesterday’s executable. Remember this was important when 
today’s build is broken.
[CLICK] The old reader will only read the fields that it knows about, and ignore additional fields in the chunk.



archive  file memoryengine file
<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
 float y;
 float z;
};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
today yesterday

And the other way around is not a problem either.

[CLICK] If you have built data with the new field in it, you can still read it with yesterday’s executable. Remember this was important when 
today’s build is broken.
[CLICK] The old reader will only read the fields that it knows about, and ignore additional fields in the chunk.



archive  file memoryengine file
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<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
<body>
 <object>
  <x>100.0</x>
  <y>200.0</y>
  <z>300.0</z>
  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

struct
{
 int width;
 int height;
 float x;
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 float z;
};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
today yesterday

And the other way around is not a problem either.

[CLICK] If you have built data with the new field in it, you can still read it with yesterday’s executable. Remember this was important when 
today’s build is broken.
[CLICK] The old reader will only read the fields that it knows about, and ignore additional fields in the chunk.



archive  file memoryengine file
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<meta>GDC 2012</meta>
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  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
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struct
{
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};
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“Read-n-Build” data files
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today yesterday

And the other way around is not a problem either.

[CLICK] If you have built data with the new field in it, you can still read it with yesterday’s executable. Remember this was important when 
today’s build is broken.
[CLICK] The old reader will only read the fields that it knows about, and ignore additional fields in the chunk.
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So Mercenaries had reasonably good forward and backward compatibility.
[CLICK] This allowed developers to switch between versions of the code, most of the time without rebuilding data.
[CLICK] But Mercenaries suffered horrible streaming performance. Having to interpret every individual field of data requires extra CPU resources.
[CLICK] And on top of that, it made a mess of memory management. You need a temporary buffer that is a good deal larger than your final 
memory format. And we’re not dealing with small data files here. And if you want to maximize streaming throughput, you need TWO temporary 
buffers at the same time. Load into one while you process the other.
[CLICK] And engineers hated it. They needed to write a custom reader for every chunk. To keep compatibility with older data version, they had 
to maintain multiple versions of these readers, and often didn’t bother,
[CLICK] so compatibility was rarely achieved. And engineers always liked the LOAD-N-GO efficiency better.
[PAUSE] So... there we are... no winner.
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to maintain multiple versions of these readers, and often didn’t bother,
[CLICK] so compatibility was rarely achieved. And engineers always liked the LOAD-N-GO efficiency better.
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The Holy Grail

Now remember that this talk is NOT about finding the most efficient streaming format. It is about keeping team productivity flowing when stuff 
breaks. For that, you need forward and backward compatibility, so that’s what I’m after here. However if the format is so inefficient that no one 
wants to use it, it’s no good either.

So I went looking for a format that had everything.
[CLICK] Compatibility,
[CLICK] as well as efficiency.
[CLICK] And if it is a hassle for engineers to maintain compatibility, that’s no winning option either.
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breaks. For that, you need forward and backward compatibility, so that’s what I’m after here. However if the format is so inefficient that no one 
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So I went looking for the holy grail, and could not find it. I found there is a remarkable shortage of general purpose binary formats. And none 
that offer the kind of tightly packed binary blocks that I was looking for.

So I made one up.
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archive  file memory
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{
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  <x>100.0</x>
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  <width>256</width>
  <height>192</height>
  <speed>42</speed>
 </object>
</body>

This is how Structured Binary works.

For the most part, it is the same as LOAD-N-GO. So I’ll fast forward.
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Alright, here we are. Same place as LOAD-N-GO, with a freshly built block of mystery data. And here there is an extra step.
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“Structured Binary” data files

[CLICK] The runtime loader detects a mismatch.
But this time, instead of scrapping the data file and starting from scratch, we have a fall-back option.
Remember, we stored the schema, the C-struct definition right in the data file.
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This is a tokenized, compact binary encoding of the C struct, the schema, at the time of creation. This is all we need to know to take the data in 
the file apart.

A minute ago, I promised a format that doesn’t require extra work for the programmers. Where does this extra data come from?

A Insomniac, we have been using a Data Definition Language for quite a while. Every C structure that needs to be serialized, is written in DDL 
instead. This very much like a C struct definition.
Then we have a data compiler that outputs an equivalent C++ header, and a C++ file with with generated code for accessors and serializers. 
The same DDL compiler can output this schema.

In the experimental version that I have running currently, the schema has to be hand made. But once we automate that, the engineers need to 
do nothing extra. They just continue to use DDL to define their data structures.
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The data file is no longer an opaque mystery box.

And note that this is very different from formats like a key/value dictionary. We are not tagging every individual data item. We store just enough 
information to reconstruct the layout.

Most data files contain many instances of the same type of object. So for example if you were to store a model with a thousand vertices, you 
would need one schema to describe the model, and one schema to describe a vertex.

If you were to store this in a BSON or Binary XML file, you would have to include X, Y, and Z tags in every vertex. Not with Structured Binary.
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Now that we know how the data in the file is laid out, and the runtime knows how the data needs to be laid out in memory, we can match each 
data field in memory with one in the data file.
[CLICK] This is how we convert the data from the file.
[CLICK] Any missing data is set to a safe default. Any data in the file that is not used in the new memory struct, is ignored. Just as READ-N-
BUILD.
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Assertions

I told you I was going to talk about assertions!

I did a little research, and found that the term “assertion” was coined by, who else, Alan Turing



Turing, A., Checking a Large Routine. in Conference on High Speed 
Automatic Calculating Machines, (Cambridge, UK, 1949), 67-69. 

“In order that the man who checks may not have too 
difficult a task the programmer should make a number 
of definite assertions which can be checked individually, 
and from which the correctness of the whole program 
easily follows.” 

I told you I was going to talk about assertions!

I did a little research, and found that the term “assertion” was coined by, who else, Alan Turing



The C assert macro was introduced by Dennis Ritchie in 1978



The ASSERT Macro

And it has been the programmers best friend for debugging, verifying and testing for three decades, but...

[CLICK] Not the best friend for "using"

Your artists are users, not testers. The assert macro was always intended to be removed in the user build. Unfortunately I don;t see how we can 
do that.
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The ASSERT Macro
● Designed to aid code verification and testing

● But our artists are not testing the software, they are 
using it!

And it has been the programmers best friend for debugging, verifying and testing for three decades, but...

[CLICK] Not the best friend for "using"

Your artists are users, not testers. The assert macro was always intended to be removed in the user build. Unfortunately I don;t see how we can 
do that.
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Remember this production pipeline? Assertions fail routinely here. That’s the wrong loop! Should be going to the code team.
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Remember this production pipeline? Assertions fail routinely here. That’s the wrong loop! Should be going to the code team.



Problems with traditional assertion

So the problem is that assertions are commonly presented to the users, your content team.
[CLICK] But these messages are largely irrelevant to the them. They just get in the way. And it is not fair to cast your content team in the role as 
“the man who checks”. It really isn’t their job.
[CLICK] At the same time, engineers don’t get to see many errors, because they don't use the game in the all the different ways that the content 
team does. And you can’t reasonably expect your content team to report every assertion box they run in to. They are not “the man who checks”
[CLICK] So “skippable assertions” were invented, and the ignoring began

A skipped assertion is a useless assertion. Why is it even there?

“They never get fixed!” - heard that many times. So we have opposite forces. We want to make assertions more insistent, so people pay 
attention to them and get forced to fix them. But we also want to make them less obtrusive.

[CLICK] I think we’re trying to solve the wrong problem. The real problem is that traditional assertions are misdirected.
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team does. And you can’t reasonably expect your content team to report every assertion box they run in to. They are not “the man who checks”
[CLICK] So “skippable assertions” were invented, and the ignoring began

A skipped assertion is a useless assertion. Why is it even there?

“They never get fixed!” - heard that many times. So we have opposite forces. We want to make assertions more insistent, so people pay 
attention to them and get forced to fix them. But we also want to make them less obtrusive.

[CLICK] I think we’re trying to solve the wrong problem. The real problem is that traditional assertions are misdirected.
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● Assertion failures interrupt the workflow of the users

● Are meaningless to users, can’t do anything about them

● Engineers don’t get to see assertion reports

● “Skippable assertions” end up getting ignored

● Directed at the wrong audience!

Problems with traditional assertion

So the problem is that assertions are commonly presented to the users, your content team.
[CLICK] But these messages are largely irrelevant to the them. They just get in the way. And it is not fair to cast your content team in the role as 
“the man who checks”. It really isn’t their job.
[CLICK] At the same time, engineers don’t get to see many errors, because they don't use the game in the all the different ways that the content 
team does. And you can’t reasonably expect your content team to report every assertion box they run in to. They are not “the man who checks”
[CLICK] So “skippable assertions” were invented, and the ignoring began

A skipped assertion is a useless assertion. Why is it even there?

“They never get fixed!” - heard that many times. So we have opposite forces. We want to make assertions more insistent, so people pay 
attention to them and get forced to fix them. But we also want to make them less obtrusive.

[CLICK] I think we’re trying to solve the wrong problem. The real problem is that traditional assertions are misdirected.



Goal of directed assertion

So what we WANT to do is to reduce the intrusion into the user workflow.
SOME assertions need to go to the user, but the majority need to be directed at an engineer. “The man who checks”
And its those assertions that this section of the talk is about.

[CLICK] And in order to reduce the time it takes to fix a failure, we must not only route the assertion to the right person, but also supply a ton 
of data for him to work with.
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Goal of directed assertion
● Reduce intrusion into user workflow

● Reduce time required to fix the error

So what we WANT to do is to reduce the intrusion into the user workflow.
SOME assertions need to go to the user, but the majority need to be directed at an engineer. “The man who checks”
And its those assertions that this section of the talk is about.

[CLICK] And in order to reduce the time it takes to fix a failure, we must not only route the assertion to the right person, but also supply a ton 
of data for him to work with.



The assert system needs to...

I started doing this kind of thing in the Mercenaries tool chain. The various data builders were rather crash prone to the point of being almost 
unusable. When I was set the task of making the tool chain usable again, the first thing I did was make all assertions write a file to a shared 
folder on a server. On several occasions an artist would approach me, and I could tell him that I knew what he came over for, and that I was 
already working on the problem. The system I am describing today is a little more sophisticated.
[CLICK] I want the assertion system to be as quiet as possible. In practice, you need to let the user know that something is going awry, so it 
can’t always be completely quiet.
[CLICK] And when I need to fix a problem without direct access to the crashed machine, if I have to debug a problem from just a report, I want 
that report to contain a lot of detail. A call stack is a good start, but there is a ton more evidence that can be collected.
[CLICK] And I don’t want to have to interview the user, the artist. How many times have you had to ask: do you have latest? What were you 
doing? What level? Did you skip any earlier errors? When did you first run into this? Has anyone else run into it? All this information can be 
collected automatically, and forwarded to “the man who checks”

(BTW: the following is only partly implemented - the rest is ambition)
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The assert system needs to...
● Accurately identify the owner, and direct the report

● Be mostly transparent to others

I started doing this kind of thing in the Mercenaries tool chain. The various data builders were rather crash prone to the point of being almost 
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The assert system needs to...
● Accurately identify the owner, and direct the report

● Be mostly transparent to others

● Collect detailed state information from the crash

I started doing this kind of thing in the Mercenaries tool chain. The various data builders were rather crash prone to the point of being almost 
unusable. When I was set the task of making the tool chain usable again, the first thing I did was make all assertions write a file to a shared 
folder on a server. On several occasions an artist would approach me, and I could tell him that I knew what he came over for, and that I was 
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The assert system needs to...
● Accurately identify the owner, and direct the report

● Be mostly transparent to others

● Collect detailed state information from the crash

● Collect a log of events leading up to the failure

I started doing this kind of thing in the Mercenaries tool chain. The various data builders were rather crash prone to the point of being almost 
unusable. When I was set the task of making the tool chain usable again, the first thing I did was make all assertions write a file to a shared 
folder on a server. On several occasions an artist would approach me, and I could tell him that I knew what he came over for, and that I was 
already working on the problem. The system I am describing today is a little more sophisticated.
[CLICK] I want the assertion system to be as quiet as possible. In practice, you need to let the user know that something is going awry, so it 
can’t always be completely quiet.
[CLICK] And when I need to fix a problem without direct access to the crashed machine, if I have to debug a problem from just a report, I want 
that report to contain a lot of detail. A call stack is a good start, but there is a ton more evidence that can be collected.
[CLICK] And I don’t want to have to interview the user, the artist. How many times have you had to ask: do you have latest? What were you 
doing? What level? Did you skip any earlier errors? When did you first run into this? Has anyone else run into it? All this information can be 
collected automatically, and forwarded to “the man who checks”

(BTW: the following is only partly implemented - the rest is ambition)



And it’s not as if “collecting a ton of information from a crash” is a new idea. Here is an assertion report generated by an application crash on 
OS X. And when I say “detailed state information” I’m thinking of something like this.



Process:         Keynote [74425]
Path:            /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/MacOS/Keynote
Identifier:      com.apple.iWork.Keynote
Version:         5.1.1 (1034)
Build Info:      iWorkAppBundler-9510000~5
App Item ID:     409183694
App External ID: 5016762
Code Type:       X86 (Native)
Parent Process:  launchd [452]

Date/Time:       2012-02-24 20:54:33.664 -0800
OS Version:      Mac OS X 10.7.3 (11D50b)
Report Version:  9

Crashed Thread:  0  Dispatch queue: com.apple.main-thread

Exception Type:  EXC_BAD_ACCESS (SIGBUS)
Exception Codes: KERN_PROTECTION_FAILURE at 0x00000000048f9c50

VM Regions Near 0x48f9c50:
    MALLOC metadata        00000000048ed000-00000000048f8000 [   44K] rw-/rwx SM=PRV  
--> MALLOC guard page      00000000048f8000-00000000048fa000 [    8K] ---/rwx SM=NUL  
    MALLOC metadata        00000000048fa000-0000000004905000 [   44K] rw-/rwx SM=PRV  

Application Specific Information:
objc[74425]: garbage collection is OFF

Thread 0 Crashed:: Dispatch queue: com.apple.main-thread
0   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9aee7a40 memmove$VARIANT$sse42 + 131
1   libGLImage.dylib               0x04618a7a 
_ZL22glgCopyRowsWithMemCopyPK15GLGOperationRecmPK15GLDPixelModeRec + 72
2   libGLImage.dylib               0x046169f0 glgProcessPixelsWithProcessor + 829
3   GLEngine                       0x1042c0a0 gleTextureImagePut + 1416
4   GLEngine                       0x1030b202 glTexImage2D_Exec + 1581
5   libGL.dylib                    0x04363a97 glTexImage2D + 86
6   com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation  0x03922382 -[SFXTexturedRectangle(private) 
_coreCreateTextureArrayFromARGB:stride:] + 678
7   com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation  0x039220b9 -[SFXTexturedRectangle(private) 
_createTextureArrayFromARGB:stride:] + 222
8   com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation  0x03921e6c -[SFXTexturedRectangle 
initWithBuffer:bufferSize:bufferOffset:stride:depth:target:internalFormat:format:type:storeClientSide:all
owLores:alphaType:session:] + 502
9   com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x02594b2b -[SFRTextureSet(private) _textureForLayerInfo:] + 331
10  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x025945cc -[SFRTextureSet(private) 
_createTextureFromRenderables:style:] + 972
11  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x025934e3 -[SFRTextureSet 
_flattenRenderables:ofVisibility:fromChunks:style:clear:] + 1315
12  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x025968c5 -[SFRTextureSet doneSettingVisibilities] + 2517
13  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x00135c2a 0x1000 + 1264682
14  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001251d6 0x1000 + 1196502
15  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001253f7 0x1000 + 1197047
16  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0012057f 0x1000 + 1176959
17  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0011eb13 0x1000 + 1170195
18  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001cdb51 0x1000 + 1887057
19  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001c53f5 0x1000 + 1852405
20  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001c58eb 0x1000 + 1853675
21  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001c5924 0x1000 + 1853732
22  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0007c391 0x1000 + 504721
23  com.apple.CoreFoundation       0x9b406de1 -[NSObject performSelector:withObject:] + 65
24  com.apple.AppKit               0x02f64108 -[NSToolbarButton sendAction:to:] + 99
25  com.apple.AppKit               0x02f64166 -[NSToolbarButton sendAction] + 82
26  com.apple.AppKit               0x02a33778 -[NSToolbarItemViewer mouseDown:] + 5944
27  com.apple.AppKit               0x02957ca5 -[NSWindow sendEvent:] + 7533
28  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001abd89 0x1000 + 1748361
29  com.apple.AppKit               0x028f00e7 -[NSApplication sendEvent:] + 4788
30  com.apple.sf.sfapplication     0x041b91d1 -[SFAppApplication sendEvent:] + 937
31  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x00015e21 0x1000 + 85537
32  com.apple.AppKit               0x028816d5 -[NSApplication run] + 1007
33  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0000f1df 0x1000 + 57823
34  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0000f158 0x1000 + 57688
35  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0005cea2 0x1000 + 376482

Thread 1:: Dispatch queue: com.apple.libdispatch-manager
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d090a kevent + 10
1   libdispatch.dylib              0x9ac7cc58 _dispatch_mgr_invoke + 969
2   libdispatch.dylib              0x9ac7b6a7 _dispatch_mgr_thread + 53

Thread 2:: com.apple.CFSocket.private
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cfb42 __select + 10
1   com.apple.CoreFoundation       0x9b3f5ee5 __CFSocketManager + 1557
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
3   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 3:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf876 __psynch_mutexwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0e6af pthread_mutex_lock + 633
2   com.apple.Foundation           0x9910d826 -[NSLock lock] + 185
3   SFWordProcessing               0x03a24129 -[SFWPSpellThread pRun:] + 289
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
6   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
7   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 4:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf83e __psynch_cvwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13e78 _pthread_cond_wait + 914
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13f7b pthread_cond_timedwait_relative_np + 47
3   com.apple.Foundation           0x991953f7 -[NSCondition waitUntilDate:] + 427
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b806 -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:beforeDate:] + 294
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b6da -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:] + 69
6   com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving  0x0165b0ea -[SFEBackgroundArchiver(Private) backgroundThread:] + 746
7   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
8   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
9   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
10  libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 5:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf83e __psynch_cvwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13e78 _pthread_cond_wait + 914
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13f7b pthread_cond_timedwait_relative_np + 47
3   com.apple.Foundation           0x991953f7 -[NSCondition waitUntilDate:] + 427
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b806 -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:beforeDate:] + 294
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b6da -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:] + 69
6   com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving  0x0165b0ea -[SFEBackgroundArchiver(Private) backgroundThread:] + 746
7   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
8   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
9   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
10  libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 6:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 7:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 8:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 9:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 10:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 11:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 12:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 13:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 14:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 15:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 16:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf83e __psynch_cvwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13e78 _pthread_cond_wait + 914
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13f7b pthread_cond_timedwait_relative_np + 47
3   com.apple.Foundation           0x991953f7 -[NSCondition waitUntilDate:] + 427
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b806 -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:beforeDate:] + 294
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b6da -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:] + 69
6   com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving  0x0165b0ea -[SFEBackgroundArchiver(Private) backgroundThread:] + 746
7   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
8   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
9   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
10  libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 0 crashed with X86 Thread State (32-bit):
  eax: 0x1b26f800  ebx: 0x00000041  ecx: 0x00000000  edx: 0xfffffc00
  edi: 0x1b270000  esi: 0x048fa050  ebp: 0xbfffe718  esp: 0xbfffe710
   ss: 0x00000023  efl: 0x00010246  eip: 0x9aee7a40   cs: 0x0000001b
   ds: 0x00000023   es: 0x00000023   fs: 0x00000000   gs: 0x0000000f
  cr2: 0x048f9c50
Logical CPU: 4

Binary Images:
    0x1000 -   0x35cff7  com.apple.iWork.Keynote (5.1.1 - 1034) <EA17C6CA-44BC-4EEB-E603-00DE33AC849F> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/MacOS/Keynote
  0x3f8000 -   0xee2fe6 +SFCompatibility (??? - ???) <7D63895C-9F3F-8787-A3EA-F74755F82A4A> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFCompatibility.framework/Versions/A/SFCompatibility
 0x1620000 -  0x1678fef  com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <CE470B8D-
F2B7-6791-8B01-2FB99EA9AD34> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFArchiving.framework/
Versions/A/SFArchiving
 0x16ac000 -  0x1a0fffa  com.apple.Keynote.sfcharts (2.0 - 2.0) <8CF5827B-5D9D-CB15-16C6-3CA20E2F5FFF> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFCharts.framework/Versions/A/SFCharts
 0x1c49000 -  0x20f9ff5  com.apple.SFTabular (1.0 - 1.0) <9D4D6DD4-5B94-9C9A-F354-F1D945FB643E> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFTabular.framework/Versions/A/SFTabular
 0x22cc000 -  0x245cff2  com.apple.Keynote.sfdrawables (2.0 - 2.0) 
<BF36E6AA-8111-135D-1AA6-74846A705D0F> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/
SFDrawables.framework/Versions/A/SFDrawables
 0x251e000 -  0x262bfeb  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering (1.0 - 1.0) <76C4D680-18CE-E801-
F88B-0856F1A18519> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFRendering.framework/Versions/A/
SFRendering
 0x2692000 -  0x26abffe  com.apple.Keynote.sfstyles (1.0 - 1.0) <024F6329-D6C0-C4BC-CACF-511A850BFE05> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFStyles.framework/Versions/A/SFStyles
 0x26bd000 -  0x2771ff7  com.apple.Keynote.sfutility (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <1BB1B0E3-
B12B-4D96-2B0E-91AA42E73AA6> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFUtility.framework/Versions/
A/SFUtility
 0x27e4000 -  0x286cff9  com.apple.Keynote.proofreader (0 - 1) <16B619AF-7C49-7B13-427C-E9DF6C18DC96> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFProofReader.framework/Versions/A/SFProofReader
 0x287c000 -  0x330fff6  com.apple.AppKit (6.7.3 - 1138.32) <008E7C05-C20C-344A-B51C-4A2441372785> /
System/Library/Frameworks/AppKit.framework/Versions/C/AppKit
 0x37e8000 -  0x37f6fff  com.apple.opengl (1.7.6 - 1.7.6) <5EF9685C-F8B2-3B22-B291-8012761E9AC8> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/OpenGL
 0x37fe000 -  0x38b6ffe  com.apple.Keynote.sfinspectors (1.0 - 1.0) <C9E135BA-3A75-AEB6-
C832-08BB6FBFC677> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFInspectors.framework/Versions/A/
SFInspectors
 0x3916000 -  0x395bfeb  com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <71372FF2-3065-8CAD-
C7DE-0D4C62413BF6> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFAnimation.framework/Versions/A/
SFAnimation
 0x398a000 -  0x39d4ff4  com.apple.Keynote.SFControls (1.0 - 20030306_1) <98AF7820-547E-1929-
E8EF-59ED5F4C6820> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFControls.framework/Versions/A/
SFControls
 0x3a03000 -  0x3c70fef +SFWordProcessing (??? - ???) <5C5B81D7-8C7A-BA1F-9A56-10A1EC487B37> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFWordProcessing.framework/Versions/A/SFWordProcessing
 0x3d9a000 -  0x3da5ff2  com.apple.sfwebview (1.0 - 1.0) <05F394FD-FEE0-0B54-7342-7B083EA783E4> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFWebView.framework/Versions/A/SFWebView
 0x3dae000 -  0x3dd8ffb  com.apple.Keynote.sflicense (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <7A450E99-
A410-020D-5624-5C993316A3B6> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFLicense.framework/Versions/
A/SFLicense
 0x3df6000 -  0x40b2ff3  com.apple.security (7.0 - 55110) <2F4FCD65-2A30-3330-99DE-91FE1F78B9FB> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Security.framework/Versions/A/Security
 0x41a9000 -  0x425cff8  com.apple.sf.sfapplication (1.0 - 1.0) <D9892F6A-90ED-F655-CD96-71C396CCAE97> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFApplication.framework/Versions/A/SFApplication
 0x42c5000 -  0x42f3fe7  libSystem.B.dylib (159.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<30189C33-6ADD-3142-83F3-6114B1FC152E> /usr/lib/libSystem.B.dylib
 0x4300000 -  0x4349ff7  libGLU.dylib (??? - ???) <AEA2AD9A-EEDD-39B8-9B28-4C7C1BACB594> /System/Library/
Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGLU.dylib
 0x4357000 -  0x435cffd  libGFXShared.dylib (??? - ???) <179E77CE-C72C-3B5F-8F1E-3901517C24BB> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGFXShared.dylib
 0x4362000 -  0x436ffff  libGL.dylib (??? - ???) <30E6DED6-0213-3A3B-B2B3-310E33301CCB> /System/Library/
Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGL.dylib
 0x4380000 -  0x4534ff3  libicucore.A.dylib (46.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <6AD14A51-AEA8-3732-B07B-
DEA37577E13A> /usr/lib/libicucore.A.dylib
 0x45b3000 -  0x45b7ff3  libsystem_network.dylib (??? - ???) <62EBADDA-FC72-3275-AAB3-5EDD949FEFAF> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_network.dylib
 0x45be000 -  0x45ccff7  libxar-nossl.dylib (??? - ???) <5BF4DA8E-C319-354A-967E-A0C725DC8BA3> /usr/lib/
libxar-nossl.dylib
 0x45d4000 -  0x45fffff  com.apple.GSS (2.1 - 2.0) <DA24E4F9-F9D4-3CDB-89E4-6EAA7A9F6005> /System/
Library/Frameworks/GSS.framework/Versions/A/GSS
 0x4615000 -  0x4651ffa  libGLImage.dylib (??? - ???) <05B36DC4-6B90-33E6-AE6A-10CAA1B70606> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGLImage.dylib
 0x4659000 -  0x465affd  libCVMSPluginSupport.dylib (??? - ???) <6C364E11-B9B3-351A-B297-DB06FBAAFFD1> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libCVMSPluginSupport.dylib
 0x465f000 -  0x4662ffd  libCoreVMClient.dylib (??? - ???) <2D135537-F9A6-33B1-9B01-6ECE7E929C00> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libCoreVMClient.dylib
 0x4667000 -  0x46c3fff  com.apple.coreui (1.2.1 - 165.3) <65526A00-D355-3932-9279-9A7D6BF76D95> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreUI.framework/Versions/A/CoreUI
 0x46f2000 -  0x479fff7  libcrypto.0.9.7.dylib (0.9.7 - compatibility 0.9.7) <7B6DB792-
C9E5-3772-8734-8D0052757B8C> /usr/lib/libcrypto.0.9.7.dylib
 0x47e4000 -  0x47e6fff  com.apple.ExceptionHandling (1.5 - 10) <6CA9446C-7EF9-35EE-BDF2-AA8D51E93E9E> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ExceptionHandling.framework/Versions/A/ExceptionHandling
 0x47ec000 -  0x4888ffc  com.apple.MobileMe (8 - 1.0) <1C97CCA6-57E8-D0F5-20DE-32DAD3D17C1C> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/MobileMe.framework/Versions/A/MobileMe
 0x4f40000 -  0x4f44fff  com.apple.keynote.3DChartAnimations (1.0 - 1.0) <FA55E60C-3A3D-607C-
EFA7-6040E4257839> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Resources/Animations/3DChartAnimations.sfxplugin/
Contents/MacOS/3DChartAnimations
 0x6f31000 -  0x6f31ffb +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <07931EFE-3788-4C78-A93D-9E56674D039A> cl_kernels
 0x6fa1000 -  0x6fa4fff  com.apple.LiveType.component (2.1.3 - 2.1.3) /Library/QuickTime/
LiveType.component/Contents/MacOS/LiveType
 0x6fc6000 -  0x6fd7fff  com.apple.iWork.Keynote.Gizmo (1.0 - 1.0) 
<478AC6FC-0055-55C2-9861-5B45C754D7AC> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Resources/Animations/
Gizmo.sfxplugin/Contents/MacOS/Gizmo
 0xa0e0000 -  0xa145fde  com.apple.LiveType.framework (2.1.3 - 2.1.3) /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/
LiveType.framework/Versions/A/LiveType
 0xa165000 -  0xa1c7fff  com.apple.Keynote.Bolt (1.0 - 1.0) <60E30CE9-6A2C-21BA-5539-26CC34E417BE> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Resources/Animations/Bolt.sfxplugin/Contents/MacOS/Bolt
 0xf758000 -  0xf75afff  com.apple.AddressBook.LocalSourceBundle (1.2 - 1083) <114A418A-
D35E-3859-9CF2-43A8EBEE5223> /System/Library/Address Book Plug-Ins/LocalSource.sourcebundle/Contents/
MacOS/LocalSource
 0xf75f000 -  0xf762ffe  com.apple.DirectoryServicesSource (1.2 - 1083) <0986E1F9-47D8-3E90-
BAA1-702336BB0371> /System/Library/Address Book Plug-Ins/DirectoryServices.sourcebundle/Contents/MacOS/
DirectoryServices
 0xf768000 -  0xf7c3fff  com.apple.AddressBook.CardDAVPlugin (10.7.2 - 200) <B5CA94A3-383B-371A-BB8C-
F7142EB4FF6B> /System/Library/Address Book Plug-Ins/CardDAVPlugin.sourcebundle/Contents/MacOS/
CardDAVPlugin
 0xf7f9000 -  0xf7faffc  ATSHI.dylib (??? - ???) <B244624E-E09E-34B2-A185-EB30AF08A95D> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
ATSHI.dylib
0x102ea000 - 0x102ebff8 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <6E9A8AC5-28C3-47A2-8A82-B619806E9FB1> cl_kernels
0x102f5000 - 0x10462ffc  GLEngine (??? - ???) <5C52561A-F1B6-33ED-B6A0-7439EA2B0920> /System/Library/
Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Resources/GLEngine.bundle/GLEngine
0x10496000 - 0x1058dffb  libGLProgrammability.dylib (??? - ???) <C45CEE58-603A-371C-B4AB-5346DC13D8F3> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGLProgrammability.dylib
0x105b1000 - 0x10852ff7  com.apple.ATIRadeonX3000GLDriver (7.18.11 - 7.1.8) <A33C9540-E6D0-39A2-BCA4-
D09E7F793124> /System/Library/Extensions/ATIRadeonX3000GLDriver.bundle/Contents/MacOS/
ATIRadeonX3000GLDriver
0x10883000 - 0x108b0ff8  GLRendererFloat (??? - ???) <046FB12A-6022-3A91-8385-5BDF85BDACE7> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Resources/GLRendererFloat.bundle/GLRendererFloat
0x108bb000 - 0x108bcffb +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <F7307244-E426-453B-9AF9-D73264035404> cl_kernels
0x10908000 - 0x1091afff  libTraditionalChineseConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<ADEB72F9-0048-3C87-AD9B-71AA57D523E9> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/
libTraditionalChineseConverter.dylib
0x1091e000 - 0x1092cffb  libSimplifiedChineseConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<D3F1CC34-55EB-3D33-A7C2-025D5C8025D0> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/
libSimplifiedChineseConverter.dylib
0x1095b000 - 0x1095bff3 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <D2B5FEB5-98A1-4186-8481-C122068B58EC> cl_kernels
0x109ad000 - 0x109b2fe2  libcldcpuengine.dylib (1.50.69 - compatibility 1.0.0) <57256969-
D8B2-3B02-9425-25E719AAF478> /System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Libraries/libcldcpuengine.dylib
0x10c2f000 - 0x10c31fff  libCoreFSCache.dylib (??? - ???) <17698E23-65F8-30AF-9C05-7E6172E52656> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libCoreFSCache.dylib
0x10c38000 - 0x10c39ff6 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <19701860-AF82-44E4-974D-EF3A7336E27B> cl_kernels
0x10e40000 - 0x10e44ffb  libFontRegistryUI.dylib (??? - ???) <E986346C-8132-33B6-8525-AA2A3233F99C> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Resources/
libFontRegistryUI.dylib
0x114ef000 - 0x114efffb +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <5C7A5802-B2DD-407E-B799-FAA444EB1C1C> cl_kernels
0x114f5000 - 0x114f6ff8 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <67FC4495-055C-4E8B-9975-D0C7D8788F9E> cl_kernels
0x11700000 - 0x117a1ff7  unorm8_bgra.dylib (1.50.69 - compatibility 1.0.0) <7A0427BD-4FB5-3F4E-A7F8-
F760AD944283> /System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Libraries/ImageFormats/unorm8_bgra.dylib
0x117b7000 - 0x11856ff7  unorm8_rgba.dylib (1.50.69 - compatibility 1.0.0) <3A06E8EA-0335-348A-
BCCB-21C3E94AED31> /System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Libraries/ImageFormats/unorm8_rgba.dylib
0x11fc0000 - 0x12045ffa  com.apple.xquery (1.3 - 29) <402F00BB-0CBF-3CD3-A752-361A65C906E7> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/XQuery.framework/XQuery
0x12a9a000 - 0x12a9bff0 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <ED7A5631-FB45-4186-AE10-789C58536D7E> cl_kernels
0x12fda000 - 0x12fe5fff  com.apple.Librarian (1.0 - 1) <9541DD99-48E9-3948-8EC9-1C860C30ED7B> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Librarian.framework/Versions/A/Librarian
0x13c7a000 - 0x13c7fffe  libgermantok.dylib (??? - ???) <465F8E0F-0AED-3D8A-A852-22549742C6E9> /usr/lib/
libgermantok.dylib
0x13e16000 - 0x13e1effb  com.apple.URLMount.AFPPlugin (4.0 - 4.0) <A37826C2-B920-325A-83EC-
F95310D299F2> /System/Library/Filesystems/NetFSPlugins/afp.bundle/Contents/MacOS/afp
0x13e37000 - 0x13e40fff  com.apple.AppleSRP (1.0 - 1) <334CDC8D-4364-3616-BA06-E8A4ECFFD3CD> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleSRP.framework/Versions/A/AppleSRP
0x146d2000 - 0x146f3ff7  com.apple.ChunkingLibrary (1.0 - 127) <62C6ADB8-D9F5-373E-8187-658B3BEC5F88> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/ChunkingLibrary.framework/Versions/A/ChunkingLibrary
0x16e0d000 - 0x16e30ff7  libPDFRIP.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <52C79B1C-AC2E-3077-9415-
F2F6BDA9B74C> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libPDFRIP.A.dylib
0x16f1b000 - 0x16f55ff3  com.apple.Ubiquity (1.1 - 210) <42B6B1C0-C5A0-3145-97F0-B1F02C11E7BE> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Ubiquity.framework/Versions/A/Ubiquity
0x1cc26000 - 0x1cdd8ff3  libCMaps.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <0F212EB5-69E7-3A12-87BF-
B3E7F702FF06> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCMaps.A.dylib
0x1df80000 - 0x1dfc9ff7  com.apple.AppleShareClientCore (2.5 - 2.5) <C4D7E3F4-84B6-3F4B-
B60D-837C49208323> /System/Library/Frameworks/AppleShareClientCore.framework/Versions/A/
AppleShareClientCore
0x3e000000 - 0x3e044fff  com.apple.glut (3.4.9 - GLUT-3.4.9) <28FCEDCC-0E24-3F81-BB29-E09CBCD5E047> /
System/Library/Frameworks/GLUT.framework/Versions/A/GLUT
0x3f000000 - 0x3f425fee +org.coin3d.Coin.framework (3.0.0a - 3.0.0a) /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/
Frameworks/Inventor.framework/Versions/C/Inventor
0x8fe87000 - 0x8feb9aa7  dyld (195.6 - ???) <3A866A34-4CDD-35A4-B26E-F145B05F3644> /usr/lib/dyld
0x9000b000 - 0x90095ffb  com.apple.SearchKit (1.4.0 - 1.4.0) <CF074082-64AB-3A1F-831E-582DF1667827> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/SearchKit.framework/Versions/A/
SearchKit
0x90096000 - 0x901ddfff  com.apple.syncservices (6.2 - 673.4) <E08EBA13-4626-3801-91E6-A621BD3FD8D8> /
System/Library/Frameworks/SyncServices.framework/Versions/A/SyncServices
0x901de000 - 0x901e0ffb  libRadiance.dylib (??? - ???) <4721057E-5A1F-3083-911B-200ED1CE7678> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libRadiance.dylib
0x901e1000 - 0x901f8ff8  com.apple.CoreMediaAuthoring (2.0 - 890) <53F48529-E89F-3518-B888-
C8C735C16F8F> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreMediaAuthoring.framework/Versions/A/
CoreMediaAuthoring
0x901f9000 - 0x90310fe9  com.apple.WebKit (7534.53 - 7534.53.11) <E6C70036-EDDD-368B-A865-349615BB0A89> /
System/Library/Frameworks/WebKit.framework/Versions/A/WebKit
0x90311000 - 0x90312fff  libsystem_blocks.dylib (53.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<B04592B1-0924-3422-82FF-976B339DF567> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_blocks.dylib
0x90313000 - 0x90318ffb  com.apple.phonenumbers (1.0 - 47) <84484814-C9BE-33E7-A3DF-4DD0E970B902> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/PhoneNumbers.framework/Versions/A/PhoneNumbers
0x90319000 - 0x91069feb  com.apple.QuickTimeComponents.component (7.7.1 - 2315) <1826E4DB-15C2-3495-A278-
A17ADEDB0A62> /System/Library/QuickTime/QuickTimeComponents.component/Contents/MacOS/QuickTimeComponents
0x9106a000 - 0x91071ff8  libCGXCoreImage.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <8CBED8FC-
BF9A-316D-8B47-32336263BE68> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCGXCoreImage.A.dylib
0x91072000 - 0x910c3ff9  com.apple.ScalableUserInterface (1.0 - 1) <C3FA7E40-0213-3ABC-
A006-2CB00B6A7EAB> /System/Library/Frameworks/QuartzCore.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
ScalableUserInterface.framework/Versions/A/ScalableUserInterface
0x910e9000 - 0x9110bffe  com.apple.framework.familycontrols (3.0 - 300) <6B0920A5-3971-30EF-
AE4C-5361BB7199EB> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FamilyControls.framework/Versions/A/FamilyControls
0x9110c000 - 0x9122afec  com.apple.vImage (5.1 - 5.1) <7757F253-B281-3612-89D4-F2B04061CBE1> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vImage.framework/Versions/A/vImage
0x9122b000 - 0x9142cfff  com.apple.CalendarStore (5.0.2 - 1166) <702F484F-6CBF-345D-9AA3-DB992CABDE7E> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CalendarStore.framework/Versions/A/CalendarStore
0x9142d000 - 0x9144fff1  com.apple.PerformanceAnalysis (1.10 - 10) 
<45B10D4C-9B3B-37A6-982D-687A6F9EEA28> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/PerformanceAnalysis.framework/
Versions/A/PerformanceAnalysis
0x91edf000 - 0x91efcff7  com.apple.DotMacSyncManager (6.1 - 488.5) 
<262B067E-2CF5-3DC7-900B-4B85324C3AFD> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DotMacSyncManager.framework/
Versions/A/DotMacSyncManager
0x91efd000 - 0x91efeffd  libwebsharing.dylib (??? - ???) <3660334A-2C29-3A39-9DB7-720090A0BB32> /usr/lib/
libwebsharing.dylib
0x91eff000 - 0x91f14fff  com.apple.speech.synthesis.framework (4.0.74 - 4.0.74) <92AADDB0-BADF-3B00-8941-
B8390EDC931B> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
SpeechSynthesis.framework/Versions/A/SpeechSynthesis
0x91f15000 - 0x91f18ff7  libcompiler_rt.dylib (6.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <7F6C14CC-0169-3F1B-
B89C-372F67F1F3B5> /usr/lib/system/libcompiler_rt.dylib
0x91f28000 - 0x92151ffb  com.apple.QuartzComposer (5.0 - 236.3) <E805537F-7BB8-31C6-A3F3-27D8CD1FE31E> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/QuartzComposer.framework/Versions/A/
QuartzComposer
0x92152000 - 0x9215aff3  libunwind.dylib (30.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <E8DA8CEC-12D6-3C8D-
B2E2-5D567C8F3CB5> /usr/lib/system/libunwind.dylib
0x9219d000 - 0x921f4ff3  libCoreStorage.dylib (??? - ???) <197358E1-D5C2-3157-AAA3-AB700795EEA7> /usr/
lib/libCoreStorage.dylib
0x921f5000 - 0x9226dff8  com.apple.CorePDF (3.1 - 3.1) <0074267B-F74A-30FC-8508-A14C821F0771> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CorePDF.framework/Versions/A/CorePDF
0x9226e000 - 0x9226efff  com.apple.audio.units.AudioUnit (1.7.2 - 1.7.2) 
<2E71E880-25D1-3210-8D26-21EC47ED810C> /System/Library/Frameworks/AudioUnit.framework/Versions/A/
AudioUnit
0x9226f000 - 0x922d1ff3  libstdc++.6.dylib (52.0.0 - compatibility 7.0.0) <266CE9B3-526A-3C41-
BA58-7AE66A3B15FD> /usr/lib/libstdc++.6.dylib
0x922d8000 - 0x925e5fff  com.apple.MessageFramework (5.2 - 1257) <C2D813FA-0063-3EC5-9300-1F4896EEFE93> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Message.framework/Versions/B/Message
0x925e6000 - 0x92603fff  libresolv.9.dylib (46.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <2870320A-28DA-3B44-9D82-
D56E0036F6BB> /usr/lib/libresolv.9.dylib
0x9297a000 - 0x92a3affb  com.apple.ColorSync (4.7.1 - 4.7.1) <68413C12-2380-3B73-AF74-B9E069DFB89A> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ColorSync.framework/
Versions/A/ColorSync
0x92a3b000 - 0x92a3cfff  libDiagnosticMessagesClient.dylib (??? - ???) <DB3889C2-2FC2-3087-
A2A2-4C319455E35C> /usr/lib/libDiagnosticMessagesClient.dylib
0x92a3d000 - 0x92a52ff7  com.apple.ImageCapture (7.0 - 7.0) <116BC0CA-428E-396F-85DF-52793034D2A0> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageCapture.framework/Versions/A/
ImageCapture
0x92a53000 - 0x92a57ffb  libutil.dylib (??? - ???) <C808FFCE-3D43-3990-BFAD-9AA735F7EFA7> /usr/lib/
libutil.dylib
0x92a58000 - 0x92abcfff  com.apple.framework.IOKit (2.0 - ???) <8DAF4991-7359-3D1B-AC69-3CBA797D1E3C> /
System/Library/Frameworks/IOKit.framework/Versions/A/IOKit
0x92b0f000 - 0x92b8affb  com.apple.ApplicationServices.ATS (317.5.0 - ???) 
<7A8B0538-8E2E-3355-81E3-0C0A7EBED28E> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/
A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/ATS
0x92bf8000 - 0x92c06ff7  com.apple.AppleFSCompression (37 - 1.0) <5D91F412-7B04-335D-8E1A-AFD463859EA2> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleFSCompression.framework/Versions/A/AppleFSCompression
0x92c07000 - 0x92c17fff  com.apple.LangAnalysis (1.7.0 - 1.7.0) <6D6F0C9D-2EEA-3578-AF3D-E2A09BCECAF3> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/LangAnalysis.framework/
Versions/A/LangAnalysis
0x92c18000 - 0x93065ffb  com.apple.RawCamera.bundle (3.9.1 - 586) <81E19AD7-A034-3A56-
B74E-31EDBD663694> /System/Library/CoreServices/RawCamera.bundle/Contents/MacOS/RawCamera
0x93066000 - 0x9307aff7  com.apple.CFOpenDirectory (10.7 - 144) <665CDF77-F0C9-3AFF-8CF8-64257268B7DD> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenDirectory.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CFOpenDirectory.framework/
Versions/A/CFOpenDirectory
0x9307b000 - 0x930bbff7  libauto.dylib (??? - ???) <984C81BE-FA1C-3228-8F7E-2965E7E5EB85> /usr/lib/
libauto.dylib
0x930bc000 - 0x9311dffb  com.apple.audio.CoreAudio (4.0.2 - 4.0.2) <E617857C-D870-3E2D-
BA13-3732DD1BC15E> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreAudio.framework/Versions/A/CoreAudio
0x9311e000 - 0x93461fff  com.apple.MediaToolbox (1.0 - 705.61) <FF915A3D-16F4-3191-A9B2-EF9270104786> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/MediaToolbox.framework/Versions/A/MediaToolbox
0x93462000 - 0x9346bfff  libc++abi.dylib (14.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <FEB5330E-
AD5D-37A0-8AB2-0820F311A2C8> /usr/lib/libc++abi.dylib
0x9346c000 - 0x935cdffb  com.apple.QuartzCore (1.7 - 270.2) <4A6035C8-1237-37E5-9FFF-1EFD735D8B18> /
System/Library/Frameworks/QuartzCore.framework/Versions/A/QuartzCore
0x935ce000 - 0x935d0ff9  com.apple.securityhi (4.0 - 1) <BD367302-73C3-32F4-8080-E389AE89E434> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/SecurityHI.framework/Versions/A/SecurityHI
0x935d1000 - 0x9398bffb  com.apple.SceneKit (2.2 - 125.3) <D4EAD83D-0E86-3159-80D6-C8B53B25B833> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/SceneKit.framework/Versions/A/SceneKit
0x9398c000 - 0x93aeefff  com.apple.QTKit (7.7.1 - 2315) <21C7F00E-FBB9-3F12-AE51-06A630ECAC5E> /System/
Library/Frameworks/QTKit.framework/Versions/A/QTKit
0x93aef000 - 0x93aeffff  com.apple.Cocoa (6.6 - ???) <650273EF-1ABC-334E-B745-B75AF028F9F4> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Cocoa.framework/Versions/A/Cocoa
0x93af0000 - 0x93af0ff0  com.apple.ApplicationServices (41 - 41) <BED33E1D-C95C-3654-9A3A-0CB3607F9F10> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/ApplicationServices
0x93af1000 - 0x93afcffc  com.apple.bsd.ServiceManagement (2.0 - 2.0) <92C8B5DE-ACAB-36DF-9CA8-
F113A28C4B20> /System/Library/Frameworks/ServiceManagement.framework/Versions/A/ServiceManagement
0x93afd000 - 0x93b07ff0  com.apple.DirectoryService.Framework (10.7 - 146) <59061A4B-D743-3A34-
B142-7BE2472BBC2D> /System/Library/Frameworks/DirectoryService.framework/Versions/A/DirectoryService
0x93b08000 - 0x93fe4ff6  libBLAS.dylib (??? - ???) <134ABFC6-F29E-3DC5-8E57-E13CB6EF7B41> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/libBLAS.dylib
0x93fe5000 - 0x93ffbffe  libxpc.dylib (77.18.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <D40B8FD1-
C671-3BD5-8C9E-054AF6D4FE9A> /usr/lib/system/libxpc.dylib
0x9402c000 - 0x9402cff9  com.apple.AOSMigrate (1.0 - 1) <C9887D33-BB04-36B1-AB02-713CF3168E44> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/AOSMigrate.framework/Versions/A/AOSMigrate
0x94031000 - 0x94031fff  com.apple.vecLib (3.7 - vecLib 3.7) <8CCF99BF-A4B7-3C01-9219-B83D2AE5F82A> /
System/Library/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/vecLib
0x94061000 - 0x949895eb  com.apple.CoreGraphics (1.600.0 - ???) <E285B0B6-F9FC-33BC-988F-ED619B32029C> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CoreGraphics.framework/
Versions/A/CoreGraphics
0x949e4000 - 0x94dd7ffb  com.apple.VideoToolbox (1.0 - 705.61) <1278DC1E-AF77-34C1-9A60-B61ECF806E4D> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/VideoToolbox.framework/Versions/A/VideoToolbox
0x94dd8000 - 0x94de0ff3  liblaunch.dylib (392.18.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <CD470A1E-0147-3CB1-
B44D-0B61F9061826> /usr/lib/system/liblaunch.dylib
0x94de1000 - 0x94ed8ff3  com.apple.PubSub (1.0.5 - 65.28) <D7F21FC5-FE39-3690-B996-F84764CBCFD5> /System/
Library/Frameworks/PubSub.framework/Versions/A/PubSub
0x94ed9000 - 0x94f1cfff  com.apple.MediaKit (12 - 589) <C9B45C52-6AC0-3685-82E7-E65960D82F87> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/MediaKit.framework/Versions/A/MediaKit
0x9507e000 - 0x95089fff  libexslt.0.dylib (9.13.0 - compatibility 9.0.0) <BC4BA02E-5702-368D-9D08-
E844A1FAD1D7> /usr/lib/libexslt.0.dylib
0x9508a000 - 0x9516dff7  libcrypto.0.9.8.dylib (44.0.0 - compatibility 0.9.8) <BD913D3B-388D-33AE-
AA5E-4810C743C28F> /usr/lib/libcrypto.0.9.8.dylib
0x9516e000 - 0x951ddff3  com.apple.WhitePagesFramework (10.7.0 - 141.0) <5B3FA578-E5B7-3D4A-864E-
A87105146606> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/WhitePages.framework/Versions/A/WhitePages
0x951de000 - 0x95245fff  libc++.1.dylib (19.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<3AFF3CE8-14AE-300F-8F63-8B7FB9D4DA96> /usr/lib/libc++.1.dylib
0x9524d000 - 0x952f1fff  com.apple.QD (3.40 - ???) <3881BEC6-0908-3073-BA44-346356E1CDF9> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/QD.framework/Versions/A/QD
0x952f2000 - 0x952f7ff7  libmacho.dylib (800.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <56A34E97-518E-307E-8218-
C5D43A33EE34> /usr/lib/system/libmacho.dylib
0x95330000 - 0x95371ff9  libcurl.4.dylib (7.0.0 - compatibility 7.0.0) <CAE102A7-EA5E-391C-A91F-
A08071A68652> /usr/lib/libcurl.4.dylib
0x95372000 - 0x95482fe7  libsqlite3.dylib (9.6.0 - compatibility 9.0.0) 
<34E1E3CC-7B6A-3B37-8D07-1258D11E16CB> /usr/lib/libsqlite3.dylib
0x954c0000 - 0x954f3fef  libtidy.A.dylib (??? - ???) <E962D8EC-6B9D-35B7-B586-F07D92302ADD> /usr/lib/
libtidy.A.dylib
0x954f4000 - 0x9552bfef  com.apple.DebugSymbols (2.1 - 87) <EB951B78-31A5-379F-AFA1-B5C9A7BB3D23> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DebugSymbols.framework/Versions/A/DebugSymbols
0x9552c000 - 0x95539fff  com.apple.KerberosHelper (3.0 - 1.0) <0E16B080-3931-3D3E-A786-419C24B44B02> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/KerberosHelper.framework/Versions/A/KerberosHelper
0x9553a000 - 0x9579dff7  com.apple.AOSKit (1.02 - 91) <F4D15600-7DD7-337F-B469-9F466D6E8962> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/AOSKit.framework/Versions/A/AOSKit
0x9579e000 - 0x957fbffb  com.apple.htmlrendering (76 - 1.1.4) <743C2943-40BC-36FB-A45C-3421A394F081> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/HTMLRendering.framework/Versions/A/
HTMLRendering
0x957fc000 - 0x95a17ff7  com.apple.imageKit (2.1.1 - 1.0) <3A523A4F-BE07-35B1-9A41-523FD27C14D4> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageKit.framework/Versions/A/ImageKit
0x95a18000 - 0x95a72fff  com.apple.coredav (1.0.1 - 115.20) <8A7C6104-3D4B-364E-9AEA-927C5BC95FE3> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreDAV.framework/Versions/A/CoreDAV
0x95ac5000 - 0x95bb5ff1  libiconv.2.dylib (7.0.0 - compatibility 7.0.0) 
<9E5F86A3-8405-3774-9E0C-3A074273C96D> /usr/lib/libiconv.2.dylib
0x95bb6000 - 0x95c18ffb  com.apple.datadetectorscore (3.0 - 179.4) 
<32262124-6F75-3999-86DA-590A90BA464C> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DataDetectorsCore.framework/
Versions/A/DataDetectorsCore
0x95c19000 - 0x95cf0ff6  com.apple.QuickLookUIFramework (3.1 - 500.10) <1E4CDD9B-BF13-375A-
AC74-0943F9DA8648> /System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
QuickLookUI.framework/Versions/A/QuickLookUI
0x95e20000 - 0x95e23ffc  libpam.2.dylib (3.0.0 - compatibility 3.0.0) <6FFDBD60-5EC6-3EFA-996B-
EE030443C16C> /usr/lib/libpam.2.dylib
0x95e24000 - 0x95e34ff7  libCRFSuite.dylib (??? - ???) <CE616EF3-756A-355A-95AD-3472A876BEB9> /usr/lib/
libCRFSuite.dylib
0x95e35000 - 0x95ecaff7  com.apple.LaunchServices (480.27.1 - 480.27.1) 
<8BFE799A-7E35-3834-9403-20E5ADE015D0> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/LaunchServices.framework/Versions/A/LaunchServices
0x95ecb000 - 0x95ef2ff3  com.apple.framework.Apple80211 (7.1.2 - 712.1) <C573041F-4C85-3C7C-
B2B2-9878DFBC7004> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Apple80211.framework/Versions/A/Apple80211
0x95ef3000 - 0x95f18fff  com.apple.datadetectors (3.2 - 172.5) <6BD9F9AE-88BE-34B5-B951-181CE0662499> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DataDetectors.framework/Versions/A/DataDetectors
0x95f50000 - 0x95febff3  com.apple.ink.framework (1.3.2 - 110) <9F6F37F9-999E-30C5-93D0-E48D4B5E20CD> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Ink.framework/Versions/A/Ink
0x9603e000 - 0x96074ff4  com.apple.LDAPFramework (3.0 - 120.1) <EA92FCA5-7A7E-328F-8C7F-4250FCC45879> /
System/Library/Frameworks/LDAP.framework/Versions/A/LDAP
0x96075000 - 0x960bdff7  com.apple.SystemConfiguration (1.11.2 - 1.11) 
<CA077C0D-8A54-38DB-9690-5D222899B93D> /System/Library/Frameworks/SystemConfiguration.framework/Versions/
A/SystemConfiguration
0x960be000 - 0x96739fe5  com.apple.CoreAUC (6.11.04 - 6.11.04) <B06D52C9-9F59-3EF2-B2BA-11E93C573572> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreAUC.framework/Versions/A/CoreAUC
0x9673a000 - 0x96760ffb  com.apple.quartzfilters (1.7.0 - 1.7.0) <9C8F1F3D-D570-3F5C-9B31-5B5B82161CDE> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/QuartzFilters.framework/Versions/A/
QuartzFilters
0x96761000 - 0x967b0ffb  com.apple.AppleVAFramework (5.0.14 - 5.0.14) <71C9D388-E607-3DB4-9FD3-
FC918EB4A835> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleVA.framework/Versions/A/AppleVA
0x967b1000 - 0x96892ff3  com.apple.backup.framework (1.3.1 - 1.3.1) <2CFEC368-F3FA-33C2-
A821-336ACBAB0D35> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Backup.framework/Versions/A/Backup
0x968a5000 - 0x968d2ff7  com.apple.securityinterface (5.0 - 55007) <E5139C3F-23D2-363D-A4A2-
B491E55A5439> /System/Library/Frameworks/SecurityInterface.framework/Versions/A/SecurityInterface
0x968d3000 - 0x969a2fff  com.apple.ImageIO.framework (3.1.1 - 3.1.1) 
<D4D6EB78-8A6C-3474-921C-622C6951489B> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/
A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/ImageIO
0x969a3000 - 0x969aaffd  com.apple.NetFS (4.0 - 4.0) <D0D59145-D211-3E7C-9062-35A2833FA99B> /System/
Library/Frameworks/NetFS.framework/Versions/A/NetFS
0x969ab000 - 0x969abfff  libodfde.dylib (??? - ???) <C0515427-6D54-35E6-911D-A2510C1A0C54> /usr/lib/
libodfde.dylib
0x969c7000 - 0x969f0fff  com.apple.shortcut (2.1 - 2.1) <D56F5E5E-A41F-36D1-ACD5-42EA7910B20F> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Shortcut.framework/Versions/A/Shortcut
0x969f1000 - 0x969f1fff  com.apple.Accelerate (1.7 - Accelerate 1.7) <4192CE7A-BCE0-3D3C-
AAF7-6F1B3C607386> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Accelerate
0x969f2000 - 0x96ac8aab  libobjc.A.dylib (228.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <2E272DCA-38A0-3530-
BBF4-47AE678D20D4> /usr/lib/libobjc.A.dylib
0x97164000 - 0x971a1fff  com.apple.OSAKit (1.2.3 - 82) <6682B866-C8B1-31F6-A4C9-E85B8459A641> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OSAKit.framework/Versions/A/OSAKit
0x971a7000 - 0x972f9fff  com.apple.audio.toolbox.AudioToolbox (1.7.2 - 1.7.2) <E369AC9E-F548-3DF6-
B320-9D09E486070E> /System/Library/Frameworks/AudioToolbox.framework/Versions/A/AudioToolbox
0x972fa000 - 0x972feff7  com.apple.OpenDirectory (10.7 - 146) <4986A382-8FEF-3392-8CE9-CF6A5EE4E365> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenDirectory.framework/Versions/A/OpenDirectory
0x972ff000 - 0x9738cff7  com.apple.CoreText (220.11.0 - ???) <720EFEE0-A92A-3519-9C88-D06E4DE14EAB> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CoreText.framework/
Versions/A/CoreText
0x9748e000 - 0x974c4ff7  com.apple.AE (527.7 - 527.7) <7BAFBF18-3997-3656-9823-FD3B455056A4> /System/
Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/AE.framework/Versions/A/AE
0x974c5000 - 0x978c7ff6  libLAPACK.dylib (??? - ???) <00BE0221-8564-3F87-9F6B-8A910CF2F141> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/libLAPACK.dylib
0x978ff000 - 0x9794fff0  libTIFF.dylib (??? - ???) <F532A16A-7761-355C-8B7B-CEF988D8EEFF> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libTIFF.dylib
0x97950000 - 0x979a0ff9  com.apple.QuickLookFramework (3.1 - 500.10) <E56B33BE-4445-3CC9-
AAA5-1C8E6D45FEB0> /System/Library/Frameworks/QuickLook.framework/Versions/A/QuickLook
0x979a1000 - 0x979b4ffc  com.apple.FileSync.framework (6.0.1 - 502.2) <B79DAE4B-3B1E-32D4-8BEC-
F2C034C00B68> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FileSync.framework/Versions/A/FileSync
0x979b5000 - 0x979c0fff  libkxld.dylib (??? - ???) <088640F2-429D-3368-AEDA-3C308C4EB80C> /usr/lib/
system/libkxld.dylib
0x979c1000 - 0x979c2fff  liblangid.dylib (??? - ???) <C8C204E9-1785-3785-BBD7-22D59493B98B> /usr/lib/
liblangid.dylib
0x979c3000 - 0x979e2fff  com.apple.RemoteViewServices (1.3 - 44) <243F16F3-FFFE-3E81-A969-2EC947A11D89> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/RemoteViewServices.framework/Versions/A/RemoteViewServices
0x979e3000 - 0x97ae2ffb  com.apple.DiskImagesFramework (10.7.3 - 331.3) <92112BAD-4A81-32C0-
BB4F-3A92DBFF829F> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DiskImages.framework/Versions/A/DiskImages
0x97ae3000 - 0x97aeeffe  libbz2.1.0.dylib (1.0.5 - compatibility 1.0.0) <4A7FCD28-9C09-3120-980A-
BDF6EDFAAC62> /usr/lib/libbz2.1.0.dylib
0x97b07000 - 0x97b08ff0  libunc.dylib (24.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <BCD277D0-4271-3E96-
A4A2-85669DBEE2E2> /usr/lib/system/libunc.dylib
0x97b09000 - 0x97b14ffc  com.apple.NetAuth (1.0 - 3.0) <C07853C0-AF32-3633-9CEF-2480860C12C5> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/NetAuth.framework/Versions/A/NetAuth
0x97b15000 - 0x97b52ff7  libcups.2.dylib (2.9.0 - compatibility 2.0.0) <4508AABD-EDA8-3BF7-
B03A-978D2395C9A8> /usr/lib/libcups.2.dylib
0x97b53000 - 0x97b57fff  libGIF.dylib (??? - ???) <06E85451-F51C-31C4-B5A6-180819BD9738> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
libGIF.dylib
0x97b7c000 - 0x97baaff7  com.apple.DictionaryServices (1.2.1 - 158.2) <DA16A8B2-F359-345A-
BAF7-8E6A5A0741A1> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
DictionaryServices.framework/Versions/A/DictionaryServices
0x97bab000 - 0x97cbafff  com.apple.DesktopServices (1.6.2 - 1.6.2) <33DCFB71-1D9E-30B6-BC4C-
CD54068690BE> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DesktopServicesPriv.framework/Versions/A/
DesktopServicesPriv
0x97d5e000 - 0x97fd1ff7  com.apple.CoreImage (7.93 - 1.0.1) <88FEFE5B-83A9-3CD9-BE2E-DB1E0553EBB0> /
System/Library/Frameworks/QuartzCore.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CoreImage.framework/Versions/A/
CoreImage
0x97fd2000 - 0x981c7ff7  com.apple.CoreData (104.1 - 358.13) <EB02DCA7-DB2A-32DD-B49E-ECE54D078610> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreData.framework/Versions/A/CoreData
0x981c8000 - 0x981e5ff3  com.apple.openscripting (1.3.3 - ???) <31A51238-0CA1-38C7-9F0E-8A6676EE3241> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/OpenScripting.framework/Versions/A/
OpenScripting
0x981e6000 - 0x9865bff7  FaceCoreLight (1.4.7 - compatibility 1.0.0) <312D0F58-
B8E7-3F61-8A83-30C95F2EBEAA> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FaceCoreLight.framework/Versions/A/
FaceCoreLight
0x9865c000 - 0x9865dff7  libsystem_sandbox.dylib (??? - ???) <D272A77F-7F47-32CD-A36E-5A3FB966ED55> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_sandbox.dylib
0x9865e000 - 0x9869eff7  com.apple.NavigationServices (3.7 - 193) <16A8BCC8-7343-3A90-88B3-
AAA334DF615F> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
NavigationServices.framework/Versions/A/NavigationServices
0x9869f000 - 0x986a3ffd  IOSurface (??? - ???) <97E875C2-9F1A-3FBA-B80C-594892A02621> /System/Library/
Frameworks/IOSurface.framework/Versions/A/IOSurface
0x986a4000 - 0x986c7fff  com.apple.CoreVideo (1.7 - 70.1) <3520F013-DF91-364E-88CF-ED252A7BD0AE> /System/
Library/Frameworks/CoreVideo.framework/Versions/A/CoreVideo
0x986c8000 - 0x98716ff3  com.apple.ImageCaptureCore (3.0.2 - 3.0.2) <2FBC3C23-
B0DD-3F0B-8452-90954F9C7E13> /System/Library/Frameworks/ImageCaptureCore.framework/Versions/A/
ImageCaptureCore
0x98717000 - 0x98763fff  com.apple.ExchangeWebServices (2.1 - 125) 
<B44845E8-694A-3117-9A6A-1417BAF2AA92> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/ExchangeWebServices.framework/
Versions/A/ExchangeWebServices
0x98898000 - 0x98990ff7  libFontParser.dylib (??? - ???) <8C069D3D-534F-3EBC-8035-A43E2B3A431A> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libFontParser.dylib
0x98991000 - 0x98cd5ffb  com.apple.HIToolbox (1.8 - ???) <9540400F-B432-3116-AEAD-C1FBCFE67E73> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/HIToolbox.framework/Versions/A/HIToolbox
0x98cd6000 - 0x98ce0ff2  com.apple.audio.SoundManager (3.9.4.1 - 3.9.4.1) <2A089CE8-9760-3F0F-
B77D-29A78940EA17> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CarbonSound.framework/Versions/A/CarbonSound
0x98ce1000 - 0x98ce4fff  com.apple.AppleSystemInfo (1.0 - 1) <D2F60873-ECB1-30A8-A02E-E772F969116E> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleSystemInfo.framework/Versions/A/AppleSystemInfo
0x98ce9000 - 0x98cefffd  com.apple.CommerceCore (1.0 - 17) <71641C17-1CA7-3AC9-974E-AAC9EB641035> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CommerceKit.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CommerceCore.framework/
Versions/A/CommerceCore
0x98cf0000 - 0x98f39ff7  com.apple.JavaScriptCore (7534.53 - 7534.53.8) <5F799A84-B6B2-398F-
B617-285BAA60139F> /System/Library/Frameworks/JavaScriptCore.framework/Versions/A/JavaScriptCore
0x98f3a000 - 0x98ffcfff  com.apple.CoreServices.OSServices (478.37 - 478.37) 
<00A48B2A-2D75-3FD0-9805-61BB11710879> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/OSServices.framework/Versions/A/OSServices
0x98ffd000 - 0x9903bfff  libRIP.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <0FAB8C29-2A1B-3E25-BA34-
BDD832B828DA> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libRIP.A.dylib
0x9903c000 - 0x99086ff2  com.apple.Suggestions (1.1 - 85.1) <1057087C-AC51-3C3B-BECD-BF97426B2372> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Suggestions.framework/Versions/A/Suggestions
0x99087000 - 0x9909fff3  com.apple.frameworks.preferencepanes (15.0 - 15.0) <9E5FE337-358F-3B10-955D-
B2D2021F732B> /System/Library/Frameworks/PreferencePanes.framework/Versions/A/PreferencePanes
0x990a0000 - 0x990aaffc  com.apple.NSServerNotificationCenter (4.0 - 4.0) 
<027FD93B-7F9E-3853-843F-584759761970> /System/Library/Frameworks/ServerNotification.framework/Versions/
A/ServerNotification
0x990ab000 - 0x990d3ff7  libxslt.1.dylib (3.24.0 - compatibility 3.0.0) 
<FCAC685A-724F-3FE7-8416-146108DF75FB> /usr/lib/libxslt.1.dylib
0x99100000 - 0x99101fff  com.apple.TrustEvaluationAgent (2.0 - 1) <4BB39578-2F5E-3A50-
AD59-9C0AB99472EB> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/TrustEvaluationAgent.framework/Versions/A/
TrustEvaluationAgent
0x99103000 - 0x9940dff3  com.apple.Foundation (6.7.1 - 833.24) <8E2AD829-587C-3146-B483-9D0209B84192> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Foundation.framework/Versions/C/Foundation
0x99523000 - 0x9952effb  com.apple.speech.recognition.framework (4.0.19 - 4.0.19) 
<17C11291-5B27-3BE2-8614-7A806745EE8A> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
SpeechRecognition.framework/Versions/A/SpeechRecognition
0x9952f000 - 0x9953aff4  com.apple.CrashReporterSupport (10.7.3 - 349) <AA8CA4B8-666D-3574-9D2E-
F1A28111341F> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CrashReporterSupport.framework/Versions/A/
CrashReporterSupport
0x9953b000 - 0x99543ff5  libcopyfile.dylib (85.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <A1BFC320-616A-30AA-
A41E-29D7904FC4C7> /usr/lib/system/libcopyfile.dylib
0x9954a000 - 0x995afff7  libvDSP.dylib (325.4.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <4B4B32D2-4F66-3B0D-BD61-
FA8429FF8507> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/
Versions/A/libvDSP.dylib
0x995b5000 - 0x995b6ffc  com.apple.EFILogin (1.0 - 1) <A5CD828D-92D9-3866-ABF9-24551BD32301> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/EFILogin.framework/Versions/A/EFILogin
0x995b7000 - 0x995d5ff7  libsystem_kernel.dylib (1699.22.73 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<D32C2E9C-8184-3FAF-8694-99FC619FC71B> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_kernel.dylib
0x995d6000 - 0x995ddff5  libsystem_dnssd.dylib (??? - ???) <B3217FA8-A7D6-3C90-ABFC-2E54AEF33547> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_dnssd.dylib
0x995de000 - 0x9964dfff  com.apple.Heimdal (2.1 - 2.0) <BCF7C3F1-23BE-315A-BBB6-5F01C79CF626> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Heimdal.framework/Versions/A/Heimdal
0x9964e000 - 0x99657ff3  com.apple.CommonAuth (2.1 - 2.0) <5DA75D12-A4D6-3362-AD72-79A64C79669E> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CommonAuth.framework/Versions/A/CommonAuth
0x99658000 - 0x9968cff3  libTrueTypeScaler.dylib (??? - ???) <43479E0A-C47D-3CE3-B328-9CB33D3FC3B3> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libTrueTypeScaler.dylib
0x9968d000 - 0x997b9ff9  com.apple.CFNetwork (520.3.2 - 520.3.2) <58021CA7-0C91-3395-8278-8BD76E03BDCB> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CFNetwork.framework/Versions/A/
CFNetwork
0x997ba000 - 0x99830fff  com.apple.Metadata (10.7.0 - 627.28) <71AC8DA5-FA89-3411-A97C-65B6129E97BD> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Metadata.framework/Versions/A/
Metadata
0x99831000 - 0x99831ff2  com.apple.CoreServices (53 - 53) <7CB7AA95-D5A7-366A-BB8A-035AA9E582F8> /System/
Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/CoreServices
0x99832000 - 0x99853fff  com.apple.framework.internetaccounts (1.2 - 3) <C54DD5C3-
DF85-302D-9D4B-6C34C4B1A8A2> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/InternetAccounts.framework/Versions/A/
InternetAccounts
0x99854000 - 0x9985fff3  libCSync.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <DD0529E3-9D71-37B6-9EB8-
D7747B2B12C6> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCSync.A.dylib
0x99b70000 - 0x99df5fe3  com.apple.QuickTime (7.7.1 - 2315) <E6249041-B569-3A96-897F-E84B1C057948> /
System/Library/Frameworks/QuickTime.framework/Versions/A/QuickTime
0x99df6000 - 0x99e37ff7  com.apple.CoreMedia (1.0 - 705.61) <75CC7ECC-8D62-3BA3-BD9B-D5E7FA82EC2D> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreMedia.framework/Versions/A/CoreMedia
0x99e38000 - 0x99f49ff7  libJP2.dylib (??? - ???) <143828CE-D429-3C66-A0DC-4F39536568E4> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
libJP2.dylib
0x99f4a000 - 0x99f4dff7  libmathCommon.A.dylib (2026.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <69357047-7BE0-3360-
A36D-000F55E39336> /usr/lib/system/libmathCommon.A.dylib
0x99f51000 - 0x99f5bff7  com.apple.dotMacLegacy (3.3 - 267) <64CB39B4-FF52-38FD-A45B-9CD3D54B3D6B> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DotMacLegacy.framework/Versions/A/DotMacLegacy
0x99f64000 - 0x99f7efff  com.apple.Kerberos (1.0 - 1) <D7920A1C-FEC4-3460-8DD0-D02491578CBB> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Kerberos.framework/Versions/A/Kerberos
0x99f7f000 - 0x99f88ffb  com.apple.DisplayServicesFW (2.5.2 - 317) <02BD6AF3-
F355-3F68-9DC2-2DA28CE27682> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DisplayServices.framework/Versions/A/
DisplayServices
0x99f89000 - 0x99fccffd  libcommonCrypto.dylib (55010.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <4BA1F5F1-F0A2-3FEB-
BB62-F514DCBB3725> /usr/lib/system/libcommonCrypto.dylib
0x99fcd000 - 0x99fd4fff  com.apple.agl (3.1.4 - AGL-3.1.4) <CCCE2A89-026B-3185-ABEA-68D268353164> /
System/Library/Frameworks/AGL.framework/Versions/A/AGL
0x99fd5000 - 0x9a043ffc  com.apple.imcore (6.0 - 800) <BD978F1E-3586-3B60-933F-11F495FCC5E5> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/IMCore.framework/Versions/A/IMCore
0x9a044000 - 0x9a069ff9  libJPEG.dylib (??? - ???) <743578F6-8C0C-39CC-9F15-3A01E1616EAE> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libJPEG.dylib
0x9a06a000 - 0x9a06bff7  libquarantine.dylib (36.2.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <3F974196-FBAD-3DBD-8ED0-
DC16C2B3526B> /usr/lib/system/libquarantine.dylib
0x9a06c000 - 0x9a0d4ff3  com.apple.ISSupport (1.9.8 - 56) <963339C2-020F-337E-AFB9-176090F818EC> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/ISSupport.framework/Versions/A/ISSupport
0x9a0d5000 - 0x9a0dcff7  libsystem_notify.dylib (80.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <47DB9E1B-A7D1-3818-
A747-382B2C5D9E1B> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_notify.dylib
0x9a0dd000 - 0x9a40bfff  com.apple.FinderKit (1.0.1 - 1.0.1) <5D4B0D33-C8FB-3E85-8B19-052B2A9B9918> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FinderKit.framework/Versions/A/FinderKit
0x9a40c000 - 0x9a450ff3  com.apple.framework.CoreWLAN (2.1.2 - 212.1) <5F2FB135-3B53-3DA8-
B7E1-90A0C5F42127> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreWLAN.framework/Versions/A/CoreWLAN
0x9a451000 - 0x9a4cdff7  libType1Scaler.dylib (??? - ???) <2560F511-3288-3367-A4E2-AD15219B6913> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libType1Scaler.dylib
0x9a4ce000 - 0x9a4f6ffb  com.apple.speech.LatentSemanticMappingFramework (2.8.10 - 2.8.10) <922EB5D7-
EE4D-3B1C-A5F0-68E31BB6FBFD> /System/Library/Frameworks/LatentSemanticMapping.framework/Versions/A/
LatentSemanticMapping
0x9a4f7000 - 0x9a548ff3  com.apple.CoreMediaIO (210.0 - 3180) <6C9974AD-CA84-3C49-B55E-0496B675DBA1> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreMediaIO.framework/Versions/A/CoreMediaIO
0x9a549000 - 0x9a572ff1  com.apple.CoreServicesInternal (113.12 - 113.12) <CFF78E35-81F5-36C2-A59F-
BF85561AC16D> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreServicesInternal.framework/Versions/A/
CoreServicesInternal
0x9a573000 - 0x9a5fafff  com.apple.print.framework.PrintCore (7.1 - 366.1) <BD9120A6-BFB0-3796-
A903-05F627F696DF> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
PrintCore.framework/Versions/A/PrintCore
0x9a5fb000 - 0x9a610fff  com.apple.iChat.InstantMessage (6.0 - 833) <BE809A12-E9DC-3207-8929-
CB75778CEFFC> /System/Library/Frameworks/InstantMessage.framework/Versions/A/InstantMessage
0x9a611000 - 0x9a62dffc  libPng.dylib (??? - ???) <75F41C08-E187-354C-8115-79387F57FC2C> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
libPng.dylib
0x9a834000 - 0x9a835ffd  com.apple.MonitorPanelFramework (1.4.0 - 1.4.0) <45AC1CB9-2A81-3FEA-9BA4-
E9BBA2582A28> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/MonitorPanel.framework/Versions/A/MonitorPanel
0x9a836000 - 0x9aae7ff7  com.apple.AddressBook.framework (6.1 - 1083) <060E8C9F-FBF8-3394-8D63-
D2DE0F428829> /System/Library/Frameworks/AddressBook.framework/Versions/A/AddressBook
0x9aae8000 - 0x9aafbffb  com.apple.MultitouchSupport.framework (220.62.1 - 220.62.1) <AE079D11-3A38-3707-
A2DF-6BD2FC24B712> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/MultitouchSupport.framework/Versions/A/
MultitouchSupport
0x9aafc000 - 0x9ab57ff3  com.apple.Symbolication (1.3 - 91) <4D12D2EC-5010-3958-A205-9A67E972C76A> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Symbolication.framework/Versions/A/Symbolication
0x9ab58000 - 0x9ab93fff  com.apple.bom (11.0 - 183) <39257FE6-8B23-39B6-9528-57184104A98F> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Bom.framework/Versions/A/Bom
0x9ab94000 - 0x9ab97ffb  com.apple.help (1.3.2 - 42) <DDCEBA10-5CDE-3ED2-A52F-5CD5A0632CA2> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Help.framework/Versions/A/Help
0x9ab98000 - 0x9abb4ff5  com.apple.GenerationalStorage (1.0 - 126.1) 
<E622F823-7D98-3D13-9C3D-7EA482567394> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/GenerationalStorage.framework/
Versions/A/GenerationalStorage
0x9abb5000 - 0x9ac42fe7  libvMisc.dylib (325.4.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<F2A8BBA3-6431-3CED-8CD3-0953410B6F96> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/libvMisc.dylib
0x9ac43000 - 0x9ac77ff8  libssl.0.9.8.dylib (44.0.0 - compatibility 0.9.8) <567E922C-
E64F-321B-9A47-6B18BF481625> /usr/lib/libssl.0.9.8.dylib
0x9ac78000 - 0x9ac79ff4  libremovefile.dylib (21.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <6DE3FDC7-0BE0-3791-B6F5-
C15422A8AFB8> /usr/lib/system/libremovefile.dylib
0x9ac7a000 - 0x9ac88fff  libdispatch.dylib (187.7.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <B50C62AD-0B5B-34C3-A491-
ECFD72ED505E> /usr/lib/system/libdispatch.dylib
0x9ac89000 - 0x9ac89fff  com.apple.quartzframework (1.5 - 1.5) <EF66BF08-620E-3D11-87D4-35D0B0CD1F6D> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Quartz
0x9ac8a000 - 0x9acdbfff  libFontRegistry.dylib (??? - ???) <DF69E8EC-9114-3757-8355-8F3E82156F85> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libFontRegistry.dylib
0x9aced000 - 0x9add5fff  libxml2.2.dylib (10.3.0 - compatibility 10.0.0) <ED3F5E83-8C76-3D46-
B2FF-0D5BDF8970C5> /usr/lib/libxml2.2.dylib
0x9add6000 - 0x9adffffe  com.apple.opencl (1.50.69 - 1.50.69) <44120D48-00A2-3C09-9055-36D309F1E7C9> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Versions/A/OpenCL
0x9ae00000 - 0x9ae02ff7  libdyld.dylib (195.5.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <637660EA-8D12-3B79-
B644-041FEADC9C33> /usr/lib/system/libdyld.dylib
0x9ae6d000 - 0x9ae76ffb  com.apple.aps.framework (2.1 - 2.1) <49258A4E-8E2E-3B11-A7BC-C489D4439DF6> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/ApplePushService.framework/Versions/A/ApplePushService
0x9ae77000 - 0x9ae87fff  libsasl2.2.dylib (3.15.0 - compatibility 3.0.0) 
<D6F728DA-990A-32A3-86FA-4A3F4D88E309> /usr/lib/libsasl2.2.dylib
0x9ae88000 - 0x9aeb2ff0  libpcre.0.dylib (1.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <5CAA1478-97E0-31EA-8F50-
BF09D665DD84> /usr/lib/libpcre.0.dylib
0x9aeb3000 - 0x9af7efff  libsystem_c.dylib (763.12.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <1B0A12B3-DAFA-31E2-8F82-
E98D620E4D72> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_c.dylib
0x9af8e000 - 0x9af9ffff  libbsm.0.dylib (??? - ???) <54ACF696-87C6-3652-808A-17BE7275C230> /usr/lib/
libbsm.0.dylib
0x9afa0000 - 0x9aff9fff  com.apple.HIServices (1.11 - ???) <F8B77735-B168-3E21-9B8F-921115B4C19B> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/HIServices.framework/
Versions/A/HIServices
0x9affa000 - 0x9b079ff7  com.apple.iLifeMediaBrowser (2.6.2 - 502.2.12) <A6253E92-
F339-306D-9AC0-3CFAB169E8D0> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/iLifeMediaBrowser.framework/Versions/A/
iLifeMediaBrowser
0x9b07a000 - 0x9b07efff  com.apple.CommonPanels (1.2.5 - 94) <3A988595-DE53-34ED-9367-C9A737E2AF38> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CommonPanels.framework/Versions/A/
CommonPanels
0x9b07f000 - 0x9b0fbff0  com.apple.PDFKit (2.6.2 - 2.6.2) <5DC1CC0B-4F92-397F-98E3-5A5A9EB2CC5F> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/PDFKit.framework/Versions/A/PDFKit
0x9b298000 - 0x9b2c3fff  com.apple.framework.Admin (11.0 - 11.0) <42828364-0645-3AF1-9FD3-BEF1E5D01C93> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Admin.framework/Versions/A/Admin
0x9b2c4000 - 0x9b2c7ff9  libCGXType.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <E06426D8-CC01-3754-B5B3-
D15CBA5C8D73> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCGXType.A.dylib
0x9b2c8000 - 0x9b2d0fff  com.apple.AOSNotification (1.4.0 - 504.1) <7C46FEED-
AC63-3527-97BA-55FA497F1582> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AOSNotification.framework/Versions/A/
AOSNotification
0x9b2d1000 - 0x9b2dffff  libz.1.dylib (1.2.5 - compatibility 1.0.0) <E73A4025-835C-3F73-9853-
B08606E892DB> /usr/lib/libz.1.dylib
0x9b2eb000 - 0x9b35ffff  com.apple.CoreSymbolication (2.2 - 73.2) <FA9305CA-FB9B-3646-8C41-
FF8DF15AB2C1> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreSymbolication.framework/Versions/A/CoreSymbolication
0x9b36c000 - 0x9b543fff  com.apple.CoreFoundation (6.7.1 - 635.19) <3A07EDA3-F460-3971-BFCB-
AFE9A11F74F1> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreFoundation.framework/Versions/A/CoreFoundation
0x9b55d000 - 0x9b55dfff  com.apple.Carbon (153 - 153) <6FF98F0F-2CDE-3888-A304-4ED447D24CE3> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Carbon
0x9b59d000 - 0x9b67eff7  com.apple.DiscRecording (6.0.3 - 6030.4.1) <BB3FE6A8-B9EB-3CA2-
B87E-70F7688527EA> /System/Library/Frameworks/DiscRecording.framework/Versions/A/DiscRecording
0x9b67f000 - 0x9b67fffe  libkeymgr.dylib (23.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <7F0E8EE2-9E8F-366F-9988-
E2F119DB9A82> /usr/lib/system/libkeymgr.dylib
0x9b680000 - 0x9b6bcff7  com.apple.imfoundation (6.0 - 800) <EF9D5E78-52B8-3BE8-B2DD-0C1283ED2F5E> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/IMCore.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/IMFoundation.framework/Versions/
A/IMFoundation
0x9b6ef000 - 0x9b6f7fff  com.apple.DiskArbitration (2.4.1 - 2.4.1) <28D5D8B5-14E8-3DA1-9085-
B9BC96835ACF> /System/Library/Frameworks/DiskArbitration.framework/Versions/A/DiskArbitration
0x9b6f8000 - 0x9b9fafff  com.apple.CoreServices.CarbonCore (960.20 - 960.20) <E6300673-A013-3A91-BB1A-
DD793B857E16> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CarbonCore.framework/Versions/A/CarbonCore
0x9b9fb000 - 0x9ba46fff  com.apple.iCalendar (5.0 - 104) <F1F1961A-7891-38AE-8FAF-EB97E6DFA469> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/iCalendar.framework/Versions/A/iCalendar
0x9ba47000 - 0x9ba79fff  com.apple.CalDAV (1.0.1 - 51.3) <1B6C9B43-1D67-343A-A988-AAE688EF97AF> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CalDAV.framework/Versions/A/CalDAV
0x9ba7a000 - 0x9ba80ffb  com.apple.print.framework.Print (7.1 - 247.1) <5D7ADC17-D8EF-3958-9C0C-
AA45B7717FBA> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Print.framework/Versions/
A/Print
0x9ba81000 - 0x9ba8efff  com.apple.HelpData (2.1.2 - 72) <37D51522-EDED-38BC-9412-3224ED91A078> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/HelpData.framework/Versions/A/HelpData
0x9ba8f000 - 0x9baa2fff  com.apple.syncservices.syncservicesui (6.2 - 673.4) <BBDA48B2-15C9-35BC-
A5EE-0D72E66773A5> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/SyncServicesUI.framework/Versions/A/SyncServicesUI
0x9baa3000 - 0x9bad2ff7  libsystem_info.dylib (??? - ???) <37640811-445B-3BB7-9934-A7C99848250D> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_info.dylib
0x9bad3000 - 0x9bad3fff  com.apple.Accelerate.vecLib (3.7 - vecLib 3.7) <22997C20-
BEB7-301D-86C5-5BFB3B06D212> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
vecLib.framework/Versions/A/vecLib
0x9bad4000 - 0x9bb6bff3  com.apple.securityfoundation (5.0 - 55107) <DF36D4ED-47F7-3F7F-
AB09-32E5BFB7EF05> /System/Library/Frameworks/SecurityFoundation.framework/Versions/A/SecurityFoundation
0x9bb6c000 - 0x9bb76fff  libcsfde.dylib (??? - ???) <1EB83BCA-0A96-3A52-B99B-AD9B9E2A7568> /usr/lib/
libcsfde.dylib
0x9bb77000 - 0x9bb7bffa  libcache.dylib (47.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<98A82BC5-0DD9-3212-9CAE-35A77278EEB6> /usr/lib/system/libcache.dylib
0x9c20e000 - 0x9c2e5ffb  com.apple.avfoundation (2.0 - 180.30) <6788562E-A9A8-3898-A0F4-66D9BBAE3430> /
System/Library/Frameworks/AVFoundation.framework/Versions/A/AVFoundation
0x9c2e6000 - 0x9c3a3ff3  ColorSyncDeprecated.dylib (4.6.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<1C0646D4-18D6-375E-9C0E-EA066C6A6C3C> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/
Frameworks/ColorSync.framework/Versions/A/Resources/ColorSyncDeprecated.dylib
0x9c3a4000 - 0x9c3a4fff  libdnsinfo.dylib (395.6.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <959E5139-
EB23-3529-8881-2BCB5724D1A9> /usr/lib/system/libdnsinfo.dylib
0x9c3a5000 - 0x9cdc5fff  com.apple.WebCore (7534.53 - 7534.53.11) 
<1A48798F-7E15-3792-9CA2-8661F49669AB> /System/Library/Frameworks/WebKit.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
WebCore.framework/Versions/A/WebCore
0xba300000 - 0xba301ffb  libCyrillicConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <F098D5D3-
D551-3E69-8261-208A9091BBF0> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libCyrillicConverter.dylib
0xba500000 - 0xba501ff7  libGreekConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <39A9F462-05DD-383B-
B01A-2B528E18D049> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libGreekConverter.dylib
0xba900000 - 0xba91bffd  libJapaneseConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <5635DF40-8D8E-3B8C-
B075-7B3FC0F184A4> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libJapaneseConverter.dylib
0xbab00000 - 0xbab21ff6  libKoreanConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <17226124-8E8A-34EB-
A2C4-D4A0469CF45B> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libKoreanConverter.dylib
0xbb100000 - 0xbb103fff  libLatinSuppConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<E04F79A8-130A-3529-8D8A-E62821CF6A81> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libLatinSuppConverter.dylib
0xbb500000 - 0xbb500fff  libThaiConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<6CBA4C09-1460-3249-92C2-1D96F56ED7ED> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libThaiConverter.dylib

External Modification Summary:
  Calls made by other processes targeting this process:
    task_for_pid: 37
    thread_create: 0
    thread_set_state: 0
  Calls made by this process:
    task_for_pid: 0
    thread_create: 0
    thread_set_state: 0
  Calls made by all processes on this machine:
    task_for_pid: 535279
    thread_create: 2
    thread_set_state: 39057

VM Region Summary:
ReadOnly portion of Libraries: Total=287.3M resident=138.0M(48%) swapped_out_or_unallocated=149.3M(52%)
Writable regions: Total=1.6G written=1.3G(78%) resident=1.5G(93%) swapped_out=0K(0%) 
unallocated=122.9M(7%)
 
REGION TYPE                      VIRTUAL
===========                      =======
ATS (font support)                 32.8M
CG backing stores                  48.0M
CG image                            972K
CG raster data                     2116K
CG shared images                   3504K
CoreAnimation                       124K
CoreGraphics                          8K
CoreServices                       2856K
Foundation (reserved)                 8K        reserved VM address space (unallocated)
IOKit                              18.0M
IOKit (reserved)                   1664K        reserved VM address space (unallocated)
MALLOC                              1.5G
MALLOC guard page                    48K
Memory tag=240                        4K
Memory tag=242                       12K
Memory tag=249                      156K
OpenCL                               84K
OpenGL GLSL                        1116K
OpenGL GLSL (reserved)              128K        reserved VM address space (unallocated)
SQLite page cache                   288K
Stack                              71.7M
VM_ALLOCATE                        19.6M
__CI_BITMAP                          80K
__DATA                             14.9M
__DATA/__OBJC                       444K
__IMAGE                             528K
__IMPORT                            168K
__LINKEDIT                         62.2M
__OBJC                             6892K
__OBJC/__DATA                       132K
__PAGEZERO                            4K
__RC_CAMERAS                        232K
__TEXT                            225.1M
__UNICODE                           544K
mapped file                       114.5M
shared memory                      45.6M
shared pmap                        4316K
===========                      =======
TOTAL                               2.2G
TOTAL, minus reserved VM space      2.2G

 

And it’s not as if “collecting a ton of information from a crash” is a new idea. Here is an assertion report generated by an application crash on 
OS X. And when I say “detailed state information” I’m thinking of something like this.



Process:         Keynote [74425]
Path:            /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/MacOS/Keynote
Identifier:      com.apple.iWork.Keynote
Version:         5.1.1 (1034)
Build Info:      iWorkAppBundler-9510000~5
App Item ID:     409183694
App External ID: 5016762
Code Type:       X86 (Native)
Parent Process:  launchd [452]

Date/Time:       2012-02-24 20:54:33.664 -0800
OS Version:      Mac OS X 10.7.3 (11D50b)
Report Version:  9

Crashed Thread:  0  Dispatch queue: com.apple.main-thread

Exception Type:  EXC_BAD_ACCESS (SIGBUS)
Exception Codes: KERN_PROTECTION_FAILURE at 0x00000000048f9c50

VM Regions Near 0x48f9c50:
    MALLOC metadata        00000000048ed000-00000000048f8000 [   44K] rw-/rwx SM=PRV  
--> MALLOC guard page      00000000048f8000-00000000048fa000 [    8K] ---/rwx SM=NUL  
    MALLOC metadata        00000000048fa000-0000000004905000 [   44K] rw-/rwx SM=PRV  

Application Specific Information:
objc[74425]: garbage collection is OFF

Thread 0 Crashed:: Dispatch queue: com.apple.main-thread
0   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9aee7a40 memmove$VARIANT$sse42 + 131
1   libGLImage.dylib               0x04618a7a 
_ZL22glgCopyRowsWithMemCopyPK15GLGOperationRecmPK15GLDPixelModeRec + 72
2   libGLImage.dylib               0x046169f0 glgProcessPixelsWithProcessor + 829
3   GLEngine                       0x1042c0a0 gleTextureImagePut + 1416
4   GLEngine                       0x1030b202 glTexImage2D_Exec + 1581
5   libGL.dylib                    0x04363a97 glTexImage2D + 86
6   com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation  0x03922382 -[SFXTexturedRectangle(private) 
_coreCreateTextureArrayFromARGB:stride:] + 678
7   com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation  0x039220b9 -[SFXTexturedRectangle(private) 
_createTextureArrayFromARGB:stride:] + 222
8   com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation  0x03921e6c -[SFXTexturedRectangle 
initWithBuffer:bufferSize:bufferOffset:stride:depth:target:internalFormat:format:type:storeClientSide:all
owLores:alphaType:session:] + 502
9   com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x02594b2b -[SFRTextureSet(private) _textureForLayerInfo:] + 331
10  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x025945cc -[SFRTextureSet(private) 
_createTextureFromRenderables:style:] + 972
11  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x025934e3 -[SFRTextureSet 
_flattenRenderables:ofVisibility:fromChunks:style:clear:] + 1315
12  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering  0x025968c5 -[SFRTextureSet doneSettingVisibilities] + 2517
13  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x00135c2a 0x1000 + 1264682
14  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001251d6 0x1000 + 1196502
15  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001253f7 0x1000 + 1197047
16  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0012057f 0x1000 + 1176959
17  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0011eb13 0x1000 + 1170195
18  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001cdb51 0x1000 + 1887057
19  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001c53f5 0x1000 + 1852405
20  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001c58eb 0x1000 + 1853675
21  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001c5924 0x1000 + 1853732
22  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0007c391 0x1000 + 504721
23  com.apple.CoreFoundation       0x9b406de1 -[NSObject performSelector:withObject:] + 65
24  com.apple.AppKit               0x02f64108 -[NSToolbarButton sendAction:to:] + 99
25  com.apple.AppKit               0x02f64166 -[NSToolbarButton sendAction] + 82
26  com.apple.AppKit               0x02a33778 -[NSToolbarItemViewer mouseDown:] + 5944
27  com.apple.AppKit               0x02957ca5 -[NSWindow sendEvent:] + 7533
28  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x001abd89 0x1000 + 1748361
29  com.apple.AppKit               0x028f00e7 -[NSApplication sendEvent:] + 4788
30  com.apple.sf.sfapplication     0x041b91d1 -[SFAppApplication sendEvent:] + 937
31  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x00015e21 0x1000 + 85537
32  com.apple.AppKit               0x028816d5 -[NSApplication run] + 1007
33  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0000f1df 0x1000 + 57823
34  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0000f158 0x1000 + 57688
35  com.apple.iWork.Keynote        0x0005cea2 0x1000 + 376482

Thread 1:: Dispatch queue: com.apple.libdispatch-manager
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d090a kevent + 10
1   libdispatch.dylib              0x9ac7cc58 _dispatch_mgr_invoke + 969
2   libdispatch.dylib              0x9ac7b6a7 _dispatch_mgr_thread + 53

Thread 2:: com.apple.CFSocket.private
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cfb42 __select + 10
1   com.apple.CoreFoundation       0x9b3f5ee5 __CFSocketManager + 1557
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
3   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 3:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf876 __psynch_mutexwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0e6af pthread_mutex_lock + 633
2   com.apple.Foundation           0x9910d826 -[NSLock lock] + 185
3   SFWordProcessing               0x03a24129 -[SFWPSpellThread pRun:] + 289
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
6   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
7   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 4:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf83e __psynch_cvwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13e78 _pthread_cond_wait + 914
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13f7b pthread_cond_timedwait_relative_np + 47
3   com.apple.Foundation           0x991953f7 -[NSCondition waitUntilDate:] + 427
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b806 -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:beforeDate:] + 294
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b6da -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:] + 69
6   com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving  0x0165b0ea -[SFEBackgroundArchiver(Private) backgroundThread:] + 746
7   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
8   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
9   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
10  libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 5:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf83e __psynch_cvwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13e78 _pthread_cond_wait + 914
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13f7b pthread_cond_timedwait_relative_np + 47
3   com.apple.Foundation           0x991953f7 -[NSCondition waitUntilDate:] + 427
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b806 -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:beforeDate:] + 294
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b6da -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:] + 69
6   com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving  0x0165b0ea -[SFEBackgroundArchiver(Private) backgroundThread:] + 746
7   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
8   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
9   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
10  libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 6:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 7:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 8:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 9:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 10:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 11:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 12:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 13:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 14:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 15:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995d002e __workq_kernreturn + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af11ccf _pthread_wqthread + 773
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136fe start_wqthread + 30

Thread 16:
0   libsystem_kernel.dylib         0x995cf83e __psynch_cvwait + 10
1   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13e78 _pthread_cond_wait + 914
2   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af13f7b pthread_cond_timedwait_relative_np + 47
3   com.apple.Foundation           0x991953f7 -[NSCondition waitUntilDate:] + 427
4   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b806 -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:beforeDate:] + 294
5   com.apple.Foundation           0x9915b6da -[NSConditionLock lockWhenCondition:] + 69
6   com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving  0x0165b0ea -[SFEBackgroundArchiver(Private) backgroundThread:] + 746
7   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e59 -[NSThread main] + 45
8   com.apple.Foundation           0x99162e09 __NSThread__main__ + 1582
9   libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af0fed9 _pthread_start + 335
10  libsystem_c.dylib              0x9af136de thread_start + 34

Thread 0 crashed with X86 Thread State (32-bit):
  eax: 0x1b26f800  ebx: 0x00000041  ecx: 0x00000000  edx: 0xfffffc00
  edi: 0x1b270000  esi: 0x048fa050  ebp: 0xbfffe718  esp: 0xbfffe710
   ss: 0x00000023  efl: 0x00010246  eip: 0x9aee7a40   cs: 0x0000001b
   ds: 0x00000023   es: 0x00000023   fs: 0x00000000   gs: 0x0000000f
  cr2: 0x048f9c50
Logical CPU: 4

Binary Images:
    0x1000 -   0x35cff7  com.apple.iWork.Keynote (5.1.1 - 1034) <EA17C6CA-44BC-4EEB-E603-00DE33AC849F> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/MacOS/Keynote
  0x3f8000 -   0xee2fe6 +SFCompatibility (??? - ???) <7D63895C-9F3F-8787-A3EA-F74755F82A4A> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFCompatibility.framework/Versions/A/SFCompatibility
 0x1620000 -  0x1678fef  com.apple.Keynote.sfarchiving (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <CE470B8D-
F2B7-6791-8B01-2FB99EA9AD34> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFArchiving.framework/
Versions/A/SFArchiving
 0x16ac000 -  0x1a0fffa  com.apple.Keynote.sfcharts (2.0 - 2.0) <8CF5827B-5D9D-CB15-16C6-3CA20E2F5FFF> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFCharts.framework/Versions/A/SFCharts
 0x1c49000 -  0x20f9ff5  com.apple.SFTabular (1.0 - 1.0) <9D4D6DD4-5B94-9C9A-F354-F1D945FB643E> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFTabular.framework/Versions/A/SFTabular
 0x22cc000 -  0x245cff2  com.apple.Keynote.sfdrawables (2.0 - 2.0) 
<BF36E6AA-8111-135D-1AA6-74846A705D0F> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/
SFDrawables.framework/Versions/A/SFDrawables
 0x251e000 -  0x262bfeb  com.apple.Keynote.sfrendering (1.0 - 1.0) <76C4D680-18CE-E801-
F88B-0856F1A18519> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFRendering.framework/Versions/A/
SFRendering
 0x2692000 -  0x26abffe  com.apple.Keynote.sfstyles (1.0 - 1.0) <024F6329-D6C0-C4BC-CACF-511A850BFE05> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFStyles.framework/Versions/A/SFStyles
 0x26bd000 -  0x2771ff7  com.apple.Keynote.sfutility (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <1BB1B0E3-
B12B-4D96-2B0E-91AA42E73AA6> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFUtility.framework/Versions/
A/SFUtility
 0x27e4000 -  0x286cff9  com.apple.Keynote.proofreader (0 - 1) <16B619AF-7C49-7B13-427C-E9DF6C18DC96> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFProofReader.framework/Versions/A/SFProofReader
 0x287c000 -  0x330fff6  com.apple.AppKit (6.7.3 - 1138.32) <008E7C05-C20C-344A-B51C-4A2441372785> /
System/Library/Frameworks/AppKit.framework/Versions/C/AppKit
 0x37e8000 -  0x37f6fff  com.apple.opengl (1.7.6 - 1.7.6) <5EF9685C-F8B2-3B22-B291-8012761E9AC8> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/OpenGL
 0x37fe000 -  0x38b6ffe  com.apple.Keynote.sfinspectors (1.0 - 1.0) <C9E135BA-3A75-AEB6-
C832-08BB6FBFC677> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFInspectors.framework/Versions/A/
SFInspectors
 0x3916000 -  0x395bfeb  com.apple.Keynote.SFAnimation (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <71372FF2-3065-8CAD-
C7DE-0D4C62413BF6> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFAnimation.framework/Versions/A/
SFAnimation
 0x398a000 -  0x39d4ff4  com.apple.Keynote.SFControls (1.0 - 20030306_1) <98AF7820-547E-1929-
E8EF-59ED5F4C6820> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFControls.framework/Versions/A/
SFControls
 0x3a03000 -  0x3c70fef +SFWordProcessing (??? - ???) <5C5B81D7-8C7A-BA1F-9A56-10A1EC487B37> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFWordProcessing.framework/Versions/A/SFWordProcessing
 0x3d9a000 -  0x3da5ff2  com.apple.sfwebview (1.0 - 1.0) <05F394FD-FEE0-0B54-7342-7B083EA783E4> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFWebView.framework/Versions/A/SFWebView
 0x3dae000 -  0x3dd8ffb  com.apple.Keynote.sflicense (1.0 - 0.0.1d1) <7A450E99-
A410-020D-5624-5C993316A3B6> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFLicense.framework/Versions/
A/SFLicense
 0x3df6000 -  0x40b2ff3  com.apple.security (7.0 - 55110) <2F4FCD65-2A30-3330-99DE-91FE1F78B9FB> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Security.framework/Versions/A/Security
 0x41a9000 -  0x425cff8  com.apple.sf.sfapplication (1.0 - 1.0) <D9892F6A-90ED-F655-CD96-71C396CCAE97> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/SFApplication.framework/Versions/A/SFApplication
 0x42c5000 -  0x42f3fe7  libSystem.B.dylib (159.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<30189C33-6ADD-3142-83F3-6114B1FC152E> /usr/lib/libSystem.B.dylib
 0x4300000 -  0x4349ff7  libGLU.dylib (??? - ???) <AEA2AD9A-EEDD-39B8-9B28-4C7C1BACB594> /System/Library/
Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGLU.dylib
 0x4357000 -  0x435cffd  libGFXShared.dylib (??? - ???) <179E77CE-C72C-3B5F-8F1E-3901517C24BB> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGFXShared.dylib
 0x4362000 -  0x436ffff  libGL.dylib (??? - ???) <30E6DED6-0213-3A3B-B2B3-310E33301CCB> /System/Library/
Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGL.dylib
 0x4380000 -  0x4534ff3  libicucore.A.dylib (46.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <6AD14A51-AEA8-3732-B07B-
DEA37577E13A> /usr/lib/libicucore.A.dylib
 0x45b3000 -  0x45b7ff3  libsystem_network.dylib (??? - ???) <62EBADDA-FC72-3275-AAB3-5EDD949FEFAF> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_network.dylib
 0x45be000 -  0x45ccff7  libxar-nossl.dylib (??? - ???) <5BF4DA8E-C319-354A-967E-A0C725DC8BA3> /usr/lib/
libxar-nossl.dylib
 0x45d4000 -  0x45fffff  com.apple.GSS (2.1 - 2.0) <DA24E4F9-F9D4-3CDB-89E4-6EAA7A9F6005> /System/
Library/Frameworks/GSS.framework/Versions/A/GSS
 0x4615000 -  0x4651ffa  libGLImage.dylib (??? - ???) <05B36DC4-6B90-33E6-AE6A-10CAA1B70606> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGLImage.dylib
 0x4659000 -  0x465affd  libCVMSPluginSupport.dylib (??? - ???) <6C364E11-B9B3-351A-B297-DB06FBAAFFD1> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libCVMSPluginSupport.dylib
 0x465f000 -  0x4662ffd  libCoreVMClient.dylib (??? - ???) <2D135537-F9A6-33B1-9B01-6ECE7E929C00> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libCoreVMClient.dylib
 0x4667000 -  0x46c3fff  com.apple.coreui (1.2.1 - 165.3) <65526A00-D355-3932-9279-9A7D6BF76D95> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreUI.framework/Versions/A/CoreUI
 0x46f2000 -  0x479fff7  libcrypto.0.9.7.dylib (0.9.7 - compatibility 0.9.7) <7B6DB792-
C9E5-3772-8734-8D0052757B8C> /usr/lib/libcrypto.0.9.7.dylib
 0x47e4000 -  0x47e6fff  com.apple.ExceptionHandling (1.5 - 10) <6CA9446C-7EF9-35EE-BDF2-AA8D51E93E9E> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ExceptionHandling.framework/Versions/A/ExceptionHandling
 0x47ec000 -  0x4888ffc  com.apple.MobileMe (8 - 1.0) <1C97CCA6-57E8-D0F5-20DE-32DAD3D17C1C> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Frameworks/MobileMe.framework/Versions/A/MobileMe
 0x4f40000 -  0x4f44fff  com.apple.keynote.3DChartAnimations (1.0 - 1.0) <FA55E60C-3A3D-607C-
EFA7-6040E4257839> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Resources/Animations/3DChartAnimations.sfxplugin/
Contents/MacOS/3DChartAnimations
 0x6f31000 -  0x6f31ffb +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <07931EFE-3788-4C78-A93D-9E56674D039A> cl_kernels
 0x6fa1000 -  0x6fa4fff  com.apple.LiveType.component (2.1.3 - 2.1.3) /Library/QuickTime/
LiveType.component/Contents/MacOS/LiveType
 0x6fc6000 -  0x6fd7fff  com.apple.iWork.Keynote.Gizmo (1.0 - 1.0) 
<478AC6FC-0055-55C2-9861-5B45C754D7AC> /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Resources/Animations/
Gizmo.sfxplugin/Contents/MacOS/Gizmo
 0xa0e0000 -  0xa145fde  com.apple.LiveType.framework (2.1.3 - 2.1.3) /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/
LiveType.framework/Versions/A/LiveType
 0xa165000 -  0xa1c7fff  com.apple.Keynote.Bolt (1.0 - 1.0) <60E30CE9-6A2C-21BA-5539-26CC34E417BE> /
Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/Resources/Animations/Bolt.sfxplugin/Contents/MacOS/Bolt
 0xf758000 -  0xf75afff  com.apple.AddressBook.LocalSourceBundle (1.2 - 1083) <114A418A-
D35E-3859-9CF2-43A8EBEE5223> /System/Library/Address Book Plug-Ins/LocalSource.sourcebundle/Contents/
MacOS/LocalSource
 0xf75f000 -  0xf762ffe  com.apple.DirectoryServicesSource (1.2 - 1083) <0986E1F9-47D8-3E90-
BAA1-702336BB0371> /System/Library/Address Book Plug-Ins/DirectoryServices.sourcebundle/Contents/MacOS/
DirectoryServices
 0xf768000 -  0xf7c3fff  com.apple.AddressBook.CardDAVPlugin (10.7.2 - 200) <B5CA94A3-383B-371A-BB8C-
F7142EB4FF6B> /System/Library/Address Book Plug-Ins/CardDAVPlugin.sourcebundle/Contents/MacOS/
CardDAVPlugin
 0xf7f9000 -  0xf7faffc  ATSHI.dylib (??? - ???) <B244624E-E09E-34B2-A185-EB30AF08A95D> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
ATSHI.dylib
0x102ea000 - 0x102ebff8 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <6E9A8AC5-28C3-47A2-8A82-B619806E9FB1> cl_kernels
0x102f5000 - 0x10462ffc  GLEngine (??? - ???) <5C52561A-F1B6-33ED-B6A0-7439EA2B0920> /System/Library/
Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Resources/GLEngine.bundle/GLEngine
0x10496000 - 0x1058dffb  libGLProgrammability.dylib (??? - ???) <C45CEE58-603A-371C-B4AB-5346DC13D8F3> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libGLProgrammability.dylib
0x105b1000 - 0x10852ff7  com.apple.ATIRadeonX3000GLDriver (7.18.11 - 7.1.8) <A33C9540-E6D0-39A2-BCA4-
D09E7F793124> /System/Library/Extensions/ATIRadeonX3000GLDriver.bundle/Contents/MacOS/
ATIRadeonX3000GLDriver
0x10883000 - 0x108b0ff8  GLRendererFloat (??? - ???) <046FB12A-6022-3A91-8385-5BDF85BDACE7> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Resources/GLRendererFloat.bundle/GLRendererFloat
0x108bb000 - 0x108bcffb +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <F7307244-E426-453B-9AF9-D73264035404> cl_kernels
0x10908000 - 0x1091afff  libTraditionalChineseConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<ADEB72F9-0048-3C87-AD9B-71AA57D523E9> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/
libTraditionalChineseConverter.dylib
0x1091e000 - 0x1092cffb  libSimplifiedChineseConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<D3F1CC34-55EB-3D33-A7C2-025D5C8025D0> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/
libSimplifiedChineseConverter.dylib
0x1095b000 - 0x1095bff3 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <D2B5FEB5-98A1-4186-8481-C122068B58EC> cl_kernels
0x109ad000 - 0x109b2fe2  libcldcpuengine.dylib (1.50.69 - compatibility 1.0.0) <57256969-
D8B2-3B02-9425-25E719AAF478> /System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Libraries/libcldcpuengine.dylib
0x10c2f000 - 0x10c31fff  libCoreFSCache.dylib (??? - ???) <17698E23-65F8-30AF-9C05-7E6172E52656> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OpenGL.framework/Versions/A/Libraries/libCoreFSCache.dylib
0x10c38000 - 0x10c39ff6 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <19701860-AF82-44E4-974D-EF3A7336E27B> cl_kernels
0x10e40000 - 0x10e44ffb  libFontRegistryUI.dylib (??? - ???) <E986346C-8132-33B6-8525-AA2A3233F99C> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Resources/
libFontRegistryUI.dylib
0x114ef000 - 0x114efffb +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <5C7A5802-B2DD-407E-B799-FAA444EB1C1C> cl_kernels
0x114f5000 - 0x114f6ff8 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <67FC4495-055C-4E8B-9975-D0C7D8788F9E> cl_kernels
0x11700000 - 0x117a1ff7  unorm8_bgra.dylib (1.50.69 - compatibility 1.0.0) <7A0427BD-4FB5-3F4E-A7F8-
F760AD944283> /System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Libraries/ImageFormats/unorm8_bgra.dylib
0x117b7000 - 0x11856ff7  unorm8_rgba.dylib (1.50.69 - compatibility 1.0.0) <3A06E8EA-0335-348A-
BCCB-21C3E94AED31> /System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Libraries/ImageFormats/unorm8_rgba.dylib
0x11fc0000 - 0x12045ffa  com.apple.xquery (1.3 - 29) <402F00BB-0CBF-3CD3-A752-361A65C906E7> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/XQuery.framework/XQuery
0x12a9a000 - 0x12a9bff0 +cl_kernels (??? - ???) <ED7A5631-FB45-4186-AE10-789C58536D7E> cl_kernels
0x12fda000 - 0x12fe5fff  com.apple.Librarian (1.0 - 1) <9541DD99-48E9-3948-8EC9-1C860C30ED7B> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Librarian.framework/Versions/A/Librarian
0x13c7a000 - 0x13c7fffe  libgermantok.dylib (??? - ???) <465F8E0F-0AED-3D8A-A852-22549742C6E9> /usr/lib/
libgermantok.dylib
0x13e16000 - 0x13e1effb  com.apple.URLMount.AFPPlugin (4.0 - 4.0) <A37826C2-B920-325A-83EC-
F95310D299F2> /System/Library/Filesystems/NetFSPlugins/afp.bundle/Contents/MacOS/afp
0x13e37000 - 0x13e40fff  com.apple.AppleSRP (1.0 - 1) <334CDC8D-4364-3616-BA06-E8A4ECFFD3CD> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleSRP.framework/Versions/A/AppleSRP
0x146d2000 - 0x146f3ff7  com.apple.ChunkingLibrary (1.0 - 127) <62C6ADB8-D9F5-373E-8187-658B3BEC5F88> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/ChunkingLibrary.framework/Versions/A/ChunkingLibrary
0x16e0d000 - 0x16e30ff7  libPDFRIP.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <52C79B1C-AC2E-3077-9415-
F2F6BDA9B74C> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libPDFRIP.A.dylib
0x16f1b000 - 0x16f55ff3  com.apple.Ubiquity (1.1 - 210) <42B6B1C0-C5A0-3145-97F0-B1F02C11E7BE> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Ubiquity.framework/Versions/A/Ubiquity
0x1cc26000 - 0x1cdd8ff3  libCMaps.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <0F212EB5-69E7-3A12-87BF-
B3E7F702FF06> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCMaps.A.dylib
0x1df80000 - 0x1dfc9ff7  com.apple.AppleShareClientCore (2.5 - 2.5) <C4D7E3F4-84B6-3F4B-
B60D-837C49208323> /System/Library/Frameworks/AppleShareClientCore.framework/Versions/A/
AppleShareClientCore
0x3e000000 - 0x3e044fff  com.apple.glut (3.4.9 - GLUT-3.4.9) <28FCEDCC-0E24-3F81-BB29-E09CBCD5E047> /
System/Library/Frameworks/GLUT.framework/Versions/A/GLUT
0x3f000000 - 0x3f425fee +org.coin3d.Coin.framework (3.0.0a - 3.0.0a) /Applications/Keynote.app/Contents/
Frameworks/Inventor.framework/Versions/C/Inventor
0x8fe87000 - 0x8feb9aa7  dyld (195.6 - ???) <3A866A34-4CDD-35A4-B26E-F145B05F3644> /usr/lib/dyld
0x9000b000 - 0x90095ffb  com.apple.SearchKit (1.4.0 - 1.4.0) <CF074082-64AB-3A1F-831E-582DF1667827> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/SearchKit.framework/Versions/A/
SearchKit
0x90096000 - 0x901ddfff  com.apple.syncservices (6.2 - 673.4) <E08EBA13-4626-3801-91E6-A621BD3FD8D8> /
System/Library/Frameworks/SyncServices.framework/Versions/A/SyncServices
0x901de000 - 0x901e0ffb  libRadiance.dylib (??? - ???) <4721057E-5A1F-3083-911B-200ED1CE7678> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libRadiance.dylib
0x901e1000 - 0x901f8ff8  com.apple.CoreMediaAuthoring (2.0 - 890) <53F48529-E89F-3518-B888-
C8C735C16F8F> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreMediaAuthoring.framework/Versions/A/
CoreMediaAuthoring
0x901f9000 - 0x90310fe9  com.apple.WebKit (7534.53 - 7534.53.11) <E6C70036-EDDD-368B-A865-349615BB0A89> /
System/Library/Frameworks/WebKit.framework/Versions/A/WebKit
0x90311000 - 0x90312fff  libsystem_blocks.dylib (53.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<B04592B1-0924-3422-82FF-976B339DF567> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_blocks.dylib
0x90313000 - 0x90318ffb  com.apple.phonenumbers (1.0 - 47) <84484814-C9BE-33E7-A3DF-4DD0E970B902> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/PhoneNumbers.framework/Versions/A/PhoneNumbers
0x90319000 - 0x91069feb  com.apple.QuickTimeComponents.component (7.7.1 - 2315) <1826E4DB-15C2-3495-A278-
A17ADEDB0A62> /System/Library/QuickTime/QuickTimeComponents.component/Contents/MacOS/QuickTimeComponents
0x9106a000 - 0x91071ff8  libCGXCoreImage.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <8CBED8FC-
BF9A-316D-8B47-32336263BE68> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCGXCoreImage.A.dylib
0x91072000 - 0x910c3ff9  com.apple.ScalableUserInterface (1.0 - 1) <C3FA7E40-0213-3ABC-
A006-2CB00B6A7EAB> /System/Library/Frameworks/QuartzCore.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
ScalableUserInterface.framework/Versions/A/ScalableUserInterface
0x910e9000 - 0x9110bffe  com.apple.framework.familycontrols (3.0 - 300) <6B0920A5-3971-30EF-
AE4C-5361BB7199EB> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FamilyControls.framework/Versions/A/FamilyControls
0x9110c000 - 0x9122afec  com.apple.vImage (5.1 - 5.1) <7757F253-B281-3612-89D4-F2B04061CBE1> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vImage.framework/Versions/A/vImage
0x9122b000 - 0x9142cfff  com.apple.CalendarStore (5.0.2 - 1166) <702F484F-6CBF-345D-9AA3-DB992CABDE7E> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CalendarStore.framework/Versions/A/CalendarStore
0x9142d000 - 0x9144fff1  com.apple.PerformanceAnalysis (1.10 - 10) 
<45B10D4C-9B3B-37A6-982D-687A6F9EEA28> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/PerformanceAnalysis.framework/
Versions/A/PerformanceAnalysis
0x91edf000 - 0x91efcff7  com.apple.DotMacSyncManager (6.1 - 488.5) 
<262B067E-2CF5-3DC7-900B-4B85324C3AFD> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DotMacSyncManager.framework/
Versions/A/DotMacSyncManager
0x91efd000 - 0x91efeffd  libwebsharing.dylib (??? - ???) <3660334A-2C29-3A39-9DB7-720090A0BB32> /usr/lib/
libwebsharing.dylib
0x91eff000 - 0x91f14fff  com.apple.speech.synthesis.framework (4.0.74 - 4.0.74) <92AADDB0-BADF-3B00-8941-
B8390EDC931B> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
SpeechSynthesis.framework/Versions/A/SpeechSynthesis
0x91f15000 - 0x91f18ff7  libcompiler_rt.dylib (6.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <7F6C14CC-0169-3F1B-
B89C-372F67F1F3B5> /usr/lib/system/libcompiler_rt.dylib
0x91f28000 - 0x92151ffb  com.apple.QuartzComposer (5.0 - 236.3) <E805537F-7BB8-31C6-A3F3-27D8CD1FE31E> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/QuartzComposer.framework/Versions/A/
QuartzComposer
0x92152000 - 0x9215aff3  libunwind.dylib (30.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <E8DA8CEC-12D6-3C8D-
B2E2-5D567C8F3CB5> /usr/lib/system/libunwind.dylib
0x9219d000 - 0x921f4ff3  libCoreStorage.dylib (??? - ???) <197358E1-D5C2-3157-AAA3-AB700795EEA7> /usr/
lib/libCoreStorage.dylib
0x921f5000 - 0x9226dff8  com.apple.CorePDF (3.1 - 3.1) <0074267B-F74A-30FC-8508-A14C821F0771> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CorePDF.framework/Versions/A/CorePDF
0x9226e000 - 0x9226efff  com.apple.audio.units.AudioUnit (1.7.2 - 1.7.2) 
<2E71E880-25D1-3210-8D26-21EC47ED810C> /System/Library/Frameworks/AudioUnit.framework/Versions/A/
AudioUnit
0x9226f000 - 0x922d1ff3  libstdc++.6.dylib (52.0.0 - compatibility 7.0.0) <266CE9B3-526A-3C41-
BA58-7AE66A3B15FD> /usr/lib/libstdc++.6.dylib
0x922d8000 - 0x925e5fff  com.apple.MessageFramework (5.2 - 1257) <C2D813FA-0063-3EC5-9300-1F4896EEFE93> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Message.framework/Versions/B/Message
0x925e6000 - 0x92603fff  libresolv.9.dylib (46.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <2870320A-28DA-3B44-9D82-
D56E0036F6BB> /usr/lib/libresolv.9.dylib
0x9297a000 - 0x92a3affb  com.apple.ColorSync (4.7.1 - 4.7.1) <68413C12-2380-3B73-AF74-B9E069DFB89A> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ColorSync.framework/
Versions/A/ColorSync
0x92a3b000 - 0x92a3cfff  libDiagnosticMessagesClient.dylib (??? - ???) <DB3889C2-2FC2-3087-
A2A2-4C319455E35C> /usr/lib/libDiagnosticMessagesClient.dylib
0x92a3d000 - 0x92a52ff7  com.apple.ImageCapture (7.0 - 7.0) <116BC0CA-428E-396F-85DF-52793034D2A0> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageCapture.framework/Versions/A/
ImageCapture
0x92a53000 - 0x92a57ffb  libutil.dylib (??? - ???) <C808FFCE-3D43-3990-BFAD-9AA735F7EFA7> /usr/lib/
libutil.dylib
0x92a58000 - 0x92abcfff  com.apple.framework.IOKit (2.0 - ???) <8DAF4991-7359-3D1B-AC69-3CBA797D1E3C> /
System/Library/Frameworks/IOKit.framework/Versions/A/IOKit
0x92b0f000 - 0x92b8affb  com.apple.ApplicationServices.ATS (317.5.0 - ???) 
<7A8B0538-8E2E-3355-81E3-0C0A7EBED28E> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/
A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/ATS
0x92bf8000 - 0x92c06ff7  com.apple.AppleFSCompression (37 - 1.0) <5D91F412-7B04-335D-8E1A-AFD463859EA2> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleFSCompression.framework/Versions/A/AppleFSCompression
0x92c07000 - 0x92c17fff  com.apple.LangAnalysis (1.7.0 - 1.7.0) <6D6F0C9D-2EEA-3578-AF3D-E2A09BCECAF3> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/LangAnalysis.framework/
Versions/A/LangAnalysis
0x92c18000 - 0x93065ffb  com.apple.RawCamera.bundle (3.9.1 - 586) <81E19AD7-A034-3A56-
B74E-31EDBD663694> /System/Library/CoreServices/RawCamera.bundle/Contents/MacOS/RawCamera
0x93066000 - 0x9307aff7  com.apple.CFOpenDirectory (10.7 - 144) <665CDF77-F0C9-3AFF-8CF8-64257268B7DD> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenDirectory.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CFOpenDirectory.framework/
Versions/A/CFOpenDirectory
0x9307b000 - 0x930bbff7  libauto.dylib (??? - ???) <984C81BE-FA1C-3228-8F7E-2965E7E5EB85> /usr/lib/
libauto.dylib
0x930bc000 - 0x9311dffb  com.apple.audio.CoreAudio (4.0.2 - 4.0.2) <E617857C-D870-3E2D-
BA13-3732DD1BC15E> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreAudio.framework/Versions/A/CoreAudio
0x9311e000 - 0x93461fff  com.apple.MediaToolbox (1.0 - 705.61) <FF915A3D-16F4-3191-A9B2-EF9270104786> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/MediaToolbox.framework/Versions/A/MediaToolbox
0x93462000 - 0x9346bfff  libc++abi.dylib (14.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <FEB5330E-
AD5D-37A0-8AB2-0820F311A2C8> /usr/lib/libc++abi.dylib
0x9346c000 - 0x935cdffb  com.apple.QuartzCore (1.7 - 270.2) <4A6035C8-1237-37E5-9FFF-1EFD735D8B18> /
System/Library/Frameworks/QuartzCore.framework/Versions/A/QuartzCore
0x935ce000 - 0x935d0ff9  com.apple.securityhi (4.0 - 1) <BD367302-73C3-32F4-8080-E389AE89E434> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/SecurityHI.framework/Versions/A/SecurityHI
0x935d1000 - 0x9398bffb  com.apple.SceneKit (2.2 - 125.3) <D4EAD83D-0E86-3159-80D6-C8B53B25B833> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/SceneKit.framework/Versions/A/SceneKit
0x9398c000 - 0x93aeefff  com.apple.QTKit (7.7.1 - 2315) <21C7F00E-FBB9-3F12-AE51-06A630ECAC5E> /System/
Library/Frameworks/QTKit.framework/Versions/A/QTKit
0x93aef000 - 0x93aeffff  com.apple.Cocoa (6.6 - ???) <650273EF-1ABC-334E-B745-B75AF028F9F4> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Cocoa.framework/Versions/A/Cocoa
0x93af0000 - 0x93af0ff0  com.apple.ApplicationServices (41 - 41) <BED33E1D-C95C-3654-9A3A-0CB3607F9F10> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/ApplicationServices
0x93af1000 - 0x93afcffc  com.apple.bsd.ServiceManagement (2.0 - 2.0) <92C8B5DE-ACAB-36DF-9CA8-
F113A28C4B20> /System/Library/Frameworks/ServiceManagement.framework/Versions/A/ServiceManagement
0x93afd000 - 0x93b07ff0  com.apple.DirectoryService.Framework (10.7 - 146) <59061A4B-D743-3A34-
B142-7BE2472BBC2D> /System/Library/Frameworks/DirectoryService.framework/Versions/A/DirectoryService
0x93b08000 - 0x93fe4ff6  libBLAS.dylib (??? - ???) <134ABFC6-F29E-3DC5-8E57-E13CB6EF7B41> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/libBLAS.dylib
0x93fe5000 - 0x93ffbffe  libxpc.dylib (77.18.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <D40B8FD1-
C671-3BD5-8C9E-054AF6D4FE9A> /usr/lib/system/libxpc.dylib
0x9402c000 - 0x9402cff9  com.apple.AOSMigrate (1.0 - 1) <C9887D33-BB04-36B1-AB02-713CF3168E44> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/AOSMigrate.framework/Versions/A/AOSMigrate
0x94031000 - 0x94031fff  com.apple.vecLib (3.7 - vecLib 3.7) <8CCF99BF-A4B7-3C01-9219-B83D2AE5F82A> /
System/Library/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/vecLib
0x94061000 - 0x949895eb  com.apple.CoreGraphics (1.600.0 - ???) <E285B0B6-F9FC-33BC-988F-ED619B32029C> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CoreGraphics.framework/
Versions/A/CoreGraphics
0x949e4000 - 0x94dd7ffb  com.apple.VideoToolbox (1.0 - 705.61) <1278DC1E-AF77-34C1-9A60-B61ECF806E4D> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/VideoToolbox.framework/Versions/A/VideoToolbox
0x94dd8000 - 0x94de0ff3  liblaunch.dylib (392.18.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <CD470A1E-0147-3CB1-
B44D-0B61F9061826> /usr/lib/system/liblaunch.dylib
0x94de1000 - 0x94ed8ff3  com.apple.PubSub (1.0.5 - 65.28) <D7F21FC5-FE39-3690-B996-F84764CBCFD5> /System/
Library/Frameworks/PubSub.framework/Versions/A/PubSub
0x94ed9000 - 0x94f1cfff  com.apple.MediaKit (12 - 589) <C9B45C52-6AC0-3685-82E7-E65960D82F87> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/MediaKit.framework/Versions/A/MediaKit
0x9507e000 - 0x95089fff  libexslt.0.dylib (9.13.0 - compatibility 9.0.0) <BC4BA02E-5702-368D-9D08-
E844A1FAD1D7> /usr/lib/libexslt.0.dylib
0x9508a000 - 0x9516dff7  libcrypto.0.9.8.dylib (44.0.0 - compatibility 0.9.8) <BD913D3B-388D-33AE-
AA5E-4810C743C28F> /usr/lib/libcrypto.0.9.8.dylib
0x9516e000 - 0x951ddff3  com.apple.WhitePagesFramework (10.7.0 - 141.0) <5B3FA578-E5B7-3D4A-864E-
A87105146606> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/WhitePages.framework/Versions/A/WhitePages
0x951de000 - 0x95245fff  libc++.1.dylib (19.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<3AFF3CE8-14AE-300F-8F63-8B7FB9D4DA96> /usr/lib/libc++.1.dylib
0x9524d000 - 0x952f1fff  com.apple.QD (3.40 - ???) <3881BEC6-0908-3073-BA44-346356E1CDF9> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/QD.framework/Versions/A/QD
0x952f2000 - 0x952f7ff7  libmacho.dylib (800.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <56A34E97-518E-307E-8218-
C5D43A33EE34> /usr/lib/system/libmacho.dylib
0x95330000 - 0x95371ff9  libcurl.4.dylib (7.0.0 - compatibility 7.0.0) <CAE102A7-EA5E-391C-A91F-
A08071A68652> /usr/lib/libcurl.4.dylib
0x95372000 - 0x95482fe7  libsqlite3.dylib (9.6.0 - compatibility 9.0.0) 
<34E1E3CC-7B6A-3B37-8D07-1258D11E16CB> /usr/lib/libsqlite3.dylib
0x954c0000 - 0x954f3fef  libtidy.A.dylib (??? - ???) <E962D8EC-6B9D-35B7-B586-F07D92302ADD> /usr/lib/
libtidy.A.dylib
0x954f4000 - 0x9552bfef  com.apple.DebugSymbols (2.1 - 87) <EB951B78-31A5-379F-AFA1-B5C9A7BB3D23> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DebugSymbols.framework/Versions/A/DebugSymbols
0x9552c000 - 0x95539fff  com.apple.KerberosHelper (3.0 - 1.0) <0E16B080-3931-3D3E-A786-419C24B44B02> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/KerberosHelper.framework/Versions/A/KerberosHelper
0x9553a000 - 0x9579dff7  com.apple.AOSKit (1.02 - 91) <F4D15600-7DD7-337F-B469-9F466D6E8962> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/AOSKit.framework/Versions/A/AOSKit
0x9579e000 - 0x957fbffb  com.apple.htmlrendering (76 - 1.1.4) <743C2943-40BC-36FB-A45C-3421A394F081> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/HTMLRendering.framework/Versions/A/
HTMLRendering
0x957fc000 - 0x95a17ff7  com.apple.imageKit (2.1.1 - 1.0) <3A523A4F-BE07-35B1-9A41-523FD27C14D4> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageKit.framework/Versions/A/ImageKit
0x95a18000 - 0x95a72fff  com.apple.coredav (1.0.1 - 115.20) <8A7C6104-3D4B-364E-9AEA-927C5BC95FE3> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreDAV.framework/Versions/A/CoreDAV
0x95ac5000 - 0x95bb5ff1  libiconv.2.dylib (7.0.0 - compatibility 7.0.0) 
<9E5F86A3-8405-3774-9E0C-3A074273C96D> /usr/lib/libiconv.2.dylib
0x95bb6000 - 0x95c18ffb  com.apple.datadetectorscore (3.0 - 179.4) 
<32262124-6F75-3999-86DA-590A90BA464C> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DataDetectorsCore.framework/
Versions/A/DataDetectorsCore
0x95c19000 - 0x95cf0ff6  com.apple.QuickLookUIFramework (3.1 - 500.10) <1E4CDD9B-BF13-375A-
AC74-0943F9DA8648> /System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
QuickLookUI.framework/Versions/A/QuickLookUI
0x95e20000 - 0x95e23ffc  libpam.2.dylib (3.0.0 - compatibility 3.0.0) <6FFDBD60-5EC6-3EFA-996B-
EE030443C16C> /usr/lib/libpam.2.dylib
0x95e24000 - 0x95e34ff7  libCRFSuite.dylib (??? - ???) <CE616EF3-756A-355A-95AD-3472A876BEB9> /usr/lib/
libCRFSuite.dylib
0x95e35000 - 0x95ecaff7  com.apple.LaunchServices (480.27.1 - 480.27.1) 
<8BFE799A-7E35-3834-9403-20E5ADE015D0> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/LaunchServices.framework/Versions/A/LaunchServices
0x95ecb000 - 0x95ef2ff3  com.apple.framework.Apple80211 (7.1.2 - 712.1) <C573041F-4C85-3C7C-
B2B2-9878DFBC7004> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Apple80211.framework/Versions/A/Apple80211
0x95ef3000 - 0x95f18fff  com.apple.datadetectors (3.2 - 172.5) <6BD9F9AE-88BE-34B5-B951-181CE0662499> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DataDetectors.framework/Versions/A/DataDetectors
0x95f50000 - 0x95febff3  com.apple.ink.framework (1.3.2 - 110) <9F6F37F9-999E-30C5-93D0-E48D4B5E20CD> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Ink.framework/Versions/A/Ink
0x9603e000 - 0x96074ff4  com.apple.LDAPFramework (3.0 - 120.1) <EA92FCA5-7A7E-328F-8C7F-4250FCC45879> /
System/Library/Frameworks/LDAP.framework/Versions/A/LDAP
0x96075000 - 0x960bdff7  com.apple.SystemConfiguration (1.11.2 - 1.11) 
<CA077C0D-8A54-38DB-9690-5D222899B93D> /System/Library/Frameworks/SystemConfiguration.framework/Versions/
A/SystemConfiguration
0x960be000 - 0x96739fe5  com.apple.CoreAUC (6.11.04 - 6.11.04) <B06D52C9-9F59-3EF2-B2BA-11E93C573572> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreAUC.framework/Versions/A/CoreAUC
0x9673a000 - 0x96760ffb  com.apple.quartzfilters (1.7.0 - 1.7.0) <9C8F1F3D-D570-3F5C-9B31-5B5B82161CDE> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/QuartzFilters.framework/Versions/A/
QuartzFilters
0x96761000 - 0x967b0ffb  com.apple.AppleVAFramework (5.0.14 - 5.0.14) <71C9D388-E607-3DB4-9FD3-
FC918EB4A835> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleVA.framework/Versions/A/AppleVA
0x967b1000 - 0x96892ff3  com.apple.backup.framework (1.3.1 - 1.3.1) <2CFEC368-F3FA-33C2-
A821-336ACBAB0D35> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Backup.framework/Versions/A/Backup
0x968a5000 - 0x968d2ff7  com.apple.securityinterface (5.0 - 55007) <E5139C3F-23D2-363D-A4A2-
B491E55A5439> /System/Library/Frameworks/SecurityInterface.framework/Versions/A/SecurityInterface
0x968d3000 - 0x969a2fff  com.apple.ImageIO.framework (3.1.1 - 3.1.1) 
<D4D6EB78-8A6C-3474-921C-622C6951489B> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/
A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/ImageIO
0x969a3000 - 0x969aaffd  com.apple.NetFS (4.0 - 4.0) <D0D59145-D211-3E7C-9062-35A2833FA99B> /System/
Library/Frameworks/NetFS.framework/Versions/A/NetFS
0x969ab000 - 0x969abfff  libodfde.dylib (??? - ???) <C0515427-6D54-35E6-911D-A2510C1A0C54> /usr/lib/
libodfde.dylib
0x969c7000 - 0x969f0fff  com.apple.shortcut (2.1 - 2.1) <D56F5E5E-A41F-36D1-ACD5-42EA7910B20F> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Shortcut.framework/Versions/A/Shortcut
0x969f1000 - 0x969f1fff  com.apple.Accelerate (1.7 - Accelerate 1.7) <4192CE7A-BCE0-3D3C-
AAF7-6F1B3C607386> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Accelerate
0x969f2000 - 0x96ac8aab  libobjc.A.dylib (228.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <2E272DCA-38A0-3530-
BBF4-47AE678D20D4> /usr/lib/libobjc.A.dylib
0x97164000 - 0x971a1fff  com.apple.OSAKit (1.2.3 - 82) <6682B866-C8B1-31F6-A4C9-E85B8459A641> /System/
Library/Frameworks/OSAKit.framework/Versions/A/OSAKit
0x971a7000 - 0x972f9fff  com.apple.audio.toolbox.AudioToolbox (1.7.2 - 1.7.2) <E369AC9E-F548-3DF6-
B320-9D09E486070E> /System/Library/Frameworks/AudioToolbox.framework/Versions/A/AudioToolbox
0x972fa000 - 0x972feff7  com.apple.OpenDirectory (10.7 - 146) <4986A382-8FEF-3392-8CE9-CF6A5EE4E365> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenDirectory.framework/Versions/A/OpenDirectory
0x972ff000 - 0x9738cff7  com.apple.CoreText (220.11.0 - ???) <720EFEE0-A92A-3519-9C88-D06E4DE14EAB> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CoreText.framework/
Versions/A/CoreText
0x9748e000 - 0x974c4ff7  com.apple.AE (527.7 - 527.7) <7BAFBF18-3997-3656-9823-FD3B455056A4> /System/
Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/AE.framework/Versions/A/AE
0x974c5000 - 0x978c7ff6  libLAPACK.dylib (??? - ???) <00BE0221-8564-3F87-9F6B-8A910CF2F141> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/libLAPACK.dylib
0x978ff000 - 0x9794fff0  libTIFF.dylib (??? - ???) <F532A16A-7761-355C-8B7B-CEF988D8EEFF> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libTIFF.dylib
0x97950000 - 0x979a0ff9  com.apple.QuickLookFramework (3.1 - 500.10) <E56B33BE-4445-3CC9-
AAA5-1C8E6D45FEB0> /System/Library/Frameworks/QuickLook.framework/Versions/A/QuickLook
0x979a1000 - 0x979b4ffc  com.apple.FileSync.framework (6.0.1 - 502.2) <B79DAE4B-3B1E-32D4-8BEC-
F2C034C00B68> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FileSync.framework/Versions/A/FileSync
0x979b5000 - 0x979c0fff  libkxld.dylib (??? - ???) <088640F2-429D-3368-AEDA-3C308C4EB80C> /usr/lib/
system/libkxld.dylib
0x979c1000 - 0x979c2fff  liblangid.dylib (??? - ???) <C8C204E9-1785-3785-BBD7-22D59493B98B> /usr/lib/
liblangid.dylib
0x979c3000 - 0x979e2fff  com.apple.RemoteViewServices (1.3 - 44) <243F16F3-FFFE-3E81-A969-2EC947A11D89> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/RemoteViewServices.framework/Versions/A/RemoteViewServices
0x979e3000 - 0x97ae2ffb  com.apple.DiskImagesFramework (10.7.3 - 331.3) <92112BAD-4A81-32C0-
BB4F-3A92DBFF829F> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DiskImages.framework/Versions/A/DiskImages
0x97ae3000 - 0x97aeeffe  libbz2.1.0.dylib (1.0.5 - compatibility 1.0.0) <4A7FCD28-9C09-3120-980A-
BDF6EDFAAC62> /usr/lib/libbz2.1.0.dylib
0x97b07000 - 0x97b08ff0  libunc.dylib (24.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <BCD277D0-4271-3E96-
A4A2-85669DBEE2E2> /usr/lib/system/libunc.dylib
0x97b09000 - 0x97b14ffc  com.apple.NetAuth (1.0 - 3.0) <C07853C0-AF32-3633-9CEF-2480860C12C5> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/NetAuth.framework/Versions/A/NetAuth
0x97b15000 - 0x97b52ff7  libcups.2.dylib (2.9.0 - compatibility 2.0.0) <4508AABD-EDA8-3BF7-
B03A-978D2395C9A8> /usr/lib/libcups.2.dylib
0x97b53000 - 0x97b57fff  libGIF.dylib (??? - ???) <06E85451-F51C-31C4-B5A6-180819BD9738> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
libGIF.dylib
0x97b7c000 - 0x97baaff7  com.apple.DictionaryServices (1.2.1 - 158.2) <DA16A8B2-F359-345A-
BAF7-8E6A5A0741A1> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
DictionaryServices.framework/Versions/A/DictionaryServices
0x97bab000 - 0x97cbafff  com.apple.DesktopServices (1.6.2 - 1.6.2) <33DCFB71-1D9E-30B6-BC4C-
CD54068690BE> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DesktopServicesPriv.framework/Versions/A/
DesktopServicesPriv
0x97d5e000 - 0x97fd1ff7  com.apple.CoreImage (7.93 - 1.0.1) <88FEFE5B-83A9-3CD9-BE2E-DB1E0553EBB0> /
System/Library/Frameworks/QuartzCore.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CoreImage.framework/Versions/A/
CoreImage
0x97fd2000 - 0x981c7ff7  com.apple.CoreData (104.1 - 358.13) <EB02DCA7-DB2A-32DD-B49E-ECE54D078610> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreData.framework/Versions/A/CoreData
0x981c8000 - 0x981e5ff3  com.apple.openscripting (1.3.3 - ???) <31A51238-0CA1-38C7-9F0E-8A6676EE3241> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/OpenScripting.framework/Versions/A/
OpenScripting
0x981e6000 - 0x9865bff7  FaceCoreLight (1.4.7 - compatibility 1.0.0) <312D0F58-
B8E7-3F61-8A83-30C95F2EBEAA> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FaceCoreLight.framework/Versions/A/
FaceCoreLight
0x9865c000 - 0x9865dff7  libsystem_sandbox.dylib (??? - ???) <D272A77F-7F47-32CD-A36E-5A3FB966ED55> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_sandbox.dylib
0x9865e000 - 0x9869eff7  com.apple.NavigationServices (3.7 - 193) <16A8BCC8-7343-3A90-88B3-
AAA334DF615F> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
NavigationServices.framework/Versions/A/NavigationServices
0x9869f000 - 0x986a3ffd  IOSurface (??? - ???) <97E875C2-9F1A-3FBA-B80C-594892A02621> /System/Library/
Frameworks/IOSurface.framework/Versions/A/IOSurface
0x986a4000 - 0x986c7fff  com.apple.CoreVideo (1.7 - 70.1) <3520F013-DF91-364E-88CF-ED252A7BD0AE> /System/
Library/Frameworks/CoreVideo.framework/Versions/A/CoreVideo
0x986c8000 - 0x98716ff3  com.apple.ImageCaptureCore (3.0.2 - 3.0.2) <2FBC3C23-
B0DD-3F0B-8452-90954F9C7E13> /System/Library/Frameworks/ImageCaptureCore.framework/Versions/A/
ImageCaptureCore
0x98717000 - 0x98763fff  com.apple.ExchangeWebServices (2.1 - 125) 
<B44845E8-694A-3117-9A6A-1417BAF2AA92> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/ExchangeWebServices.framework/
Versions/A/ExchangeWebServices
0x98898000 - 0x98990ff7  libFontParser.dylib (??? - ???) <8C069D3D-534F-3EBC-8035-A43E2B3A431A> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libFontParser.dylib
0x98991000 - 0x98cd5ffb  com.apple.HIToolbox (1.8 - ???) <9540400F-B432-3116-AEAD-C1FBCFE67E73> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/HIToolbox.framework/Versions/A/HIToolbox
0x98cd6000 - 0x98ce0ff2  com.apple.audio.SoundManager (3.9.4.1 - 3.9.4.1) <2A089CE8-9760-3F0F-
B77D-29A78940EA17> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CarbonSound.framework/Versions/A/CarbonSound
0x98ce1000 - 0x98ce4fff  com.apple.AppleSystemInfo (1.0 - 1) <D2F60873-ECB1-30A8-A02E-E772F969116E> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AppleSystemInfo.framework/Versions/A/AppleSystemInfo
0x98ce9000 - 0x98cefffd  com.apple.CommerceCore (1.0 - 17) <71641C17-1CA7-3AC9-974E-AAC9EB641035> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CommerceKit.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CommerceCore.framework/
Versions/A/CommerceCore
0x98cf0000 - 0x98f39ff7  com.apple.JavaScriptCore (7534.53 - 7534.53.8) <5F799A84-B6B2-398F-
B617-285BAA60139F> /System/Library/Frameworks/JavaScriptCore.framework/Versions/A/JavaScriptCore
0x98f3a000 - 0x98ffcfff  com.apple.CoreServices.OSServices (478.37 - 478.37) 
<00A48B2A-2D75-3FD0-9805-61BB11710879> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/OSServices.framework/Versions/A/OSServices
0x98ffd000 - 0x9903bfff  libRIP.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <0FAB8C29-2A1B-3E25-BA34-
BDD832B828DA> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libRIP.A.dylib
0x9903c000 - 0x99086ff2  com.apple.Suggestions (1.1 - 85.1) <1057087C-AC51-3C3B-BECD-BF97426B2372> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Suggestions.framework/Versions/A/Suggestions
0x99087000 - 0x9909fff3  com.apple.frameworks.preferencepanes (15.0 - 15.0) <9E5FE337-358F-3B10-955D-
B2D2021F732B> /System/Library/Frameworks/PreferencePanes.framework/Versions/A/PreferencePanes
0x990a0000 - 0x990aaffc  com.apple.NSServerNotificationCenter (4.0 - 4.0) 
<027FD93B-7F9E-3853-843F-584759761970> /System/Library/Frameworks/ServerNotification.framework/Versions/
A/ServerNotification
0x990ab000 - 0x990d3ff7  libxslt.1.dylib (3.24.0 - compatibility 3.0.0) 
<FCAC685A-724F-3FE7-8416-146108DF75FB> /usr/lib/libxslt.1.dylib
0x99100000 - 0x99101fff  com.apple.TrustEvaluationAgent (2.0 - 1) <4BB39578-2F5E-3A50-
AD59-9C0AB99472EB> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/TrustEvaluationAgent.framework/Versions/A/
TrustEvaluationAgent
0x99103000 - 0x9940dff3  com.apple.Foundation (6.7.1 - 833.24) <8E2AD829-587C-3146-B483-9D0209B84192> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Foundation.framework/Versions/C/Foundation
0x99523000 - 0x9952effb  com.apple.speech.recognition.framework (4.0.19 - 4.0.19) 
<17C11291-5B27-3BE2-8614-7A806745EE8A> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
SpeechRecognition.framework/Versions/A/SpeechRecognition
0x9952f000 - 0x9953aff4  com.apple.CrashReporterSupport (10.7.3 - 349) <AA8CA4B8-666D-3574-9D2E-
F1A28111341F> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CrashReporterSupport.framework/Versions/A/
CrashReporterSupport
0x9953b000 - 0x99543ff5  libcopyfile.dylib (85.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <A1BFC320-616A-30AA-
A41E-29D7904FC4C7> /usr/lib/system/libcopyfile.dylib
0x9954a000 - 0x995afff7  libvDSP.dylib (325.4.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <4B4B32D2-4F66-3B0D-BD61-
FA8429FF8507> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/vecLib.framework/
Versions/A/libvDSP.dylib
0x995b5000 - 0x995b6ffc  com.apple.EFILogin (1.0 - 1) <A5CD828D-92D9-3866-ABF9-24551BD32301> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/EFILogin.framework/Versions/A/EFILogin
0x995b7000 - 0x995d5ff7  libsystem_kernel.dylib (1699.22.73 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<D32C2E9C-8184-3FAF-8694-99FC619FC71B> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_kernel.dylib
0x995d6000 - 0x995ddff5  libsystem_dnssd.dylib (??? - ???) <B3217FA8-A7D6-3C90-ABFC-2E54AEF33547> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_dnssd.dylib
0x995de000 - 0x9964dfff  com.apple.Heimdal (2.1 - 2.0) <BCF7C3F1-23BE-315A-BBB6-5F01C79CF626> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Heimdal.framework/Versions/A/Heimdal
0x9964e000 - 0x99657ff3  com.apple.CommonAuth (2.1 - 2.0) <5DA75D12-A4D6-3362-AD72-79A64C79669E> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CommonAuth.framework/Versions/A/CommonAuth
0x99658000 - 0x9968cff3  libTrueTypeScaler.dylib (??? - ???) <43479E0A-C47D-3CE3-B328-9CB33D3FC3B3> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libTrueTypeScaler.dylib
0x9968d000 - 0x997b9ff9  com.apple.CFNetwork (520.3.2 - 520.3.2) <58021CA7-0C91-3395-8278-8BD76E03BDCB> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CFNetwork.framework/Versions/A/
CFNetwork
0x997ba000 - 0x99830fff  com.apple.Metadata (10.7.0 - 627.28) <71AC8DA5-FA89-3411-A97C-65B6129E97BD> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Metadata.framework/Versions/A/
Metadata
0x99831000 - 0x99831ff2  com.apple.CoreServices (53 - 53) <7CB7AA95-D5A7-366A-BB8A-035AA9E582F8> /System/
Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/CoreServices
0x99832000 - 0x99853fff  com.apple.framework.internetaccounts (1.2 - 3) <C54DD5C3-
DF85-302D-9D4B-6C34C4B1A8A2> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/InternetAccounts.framework/Versions/A/
InternetAccounts
0x99854000 - 0x9985fff3  libCSync.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <DD0529E3-9D71-37B6-9EB8-
D7747B2B12C6> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCSync.A.dylib
0x99b70000 - 0x99df5fe3  com.apple.QuickTime (7.7.1 - 2315) <E6249041-B569-3A96-897F-E84B1C057948> /
System/Library/Frameworks/QuickTime.framework/Versions/A/QuickTime
0x99df6000 - 0x99e37ff7  com.apple.CoreMedia (1.0 - 705.61) <75CC7ECC-8D62-3BA3-BD9B-D5E7FA82EC2D> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreMedia.framework/Versions/A/CoreMedia
0x99e38000 - 0x99f49ff7  libJP2.dylib (??? - ???) <143828CE-D429-3C66-A0DC-4F39536568E4> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
libJP2.dylib
0x99f4a000 - 0x99f4dff7  libmathCommon.A.dylib (2026.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <69357047-7BE0-3360-
A36D-000F55E39336> /usr/lib/system/libmathCommon.A.dylib
0x99f51000 - 0x99f5bff7  com.apple.dotMacLegacy (3.3 - 267) <64CB39B4-FF52-38FD-A45B-9CD3D54B3D6B> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DotMacLegacy.framework/Versions/A/DotMacLegacy
0x99f64000 - 0x99f7efff  com.apple.Kerberos (1.0 - 1) <D7920A1C-FEC4-3460-8DD0-D02491578CBB> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Kerberos.framework/Versions/A/Kerberos
0x99f7f000 - 0x99f88ffb  com.apple.DisplayServicesFW (2.5.2 - 317) <02BD6AF3-
F355-3F68-9DC2-2DA28CE27682> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/DisplayServices.framework/Versions/A/
DisplayServices
0x99f89000 - 0x99fccffd  libcommonCrypto.dylib (55010.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <4BA1F5F1-F0A2-3FEB-
BB62-F514DCBB3725> /usr/lib/system/libcommonCrypto.dylib
0x99fcd000 - 0x99fd4fff  com.apple.agl (3.1.4 - AGL-3.1.4) <CCCE2A89-026B-3185-ABEA-68D268353164> /
System/Library/Frameworks/AGL.framework/Versions/A/AGL
0x99fd5000 - 0x9a043ffc  com.apple.imcore (6.0 - 800) <BD978F1E-3586-3B60-933F-11F495FCC5E5> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/IMCore.framework/Versions/A/IMCore
0x9a044000 - 0x9a069ff9  libJPEG.dylib (??? - ???) <743578F6-8C0C-39CC-9F15-3A01E1616EAE> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libJPEG.dylib
0x9a06a000 - 0x9a06bff7  libquarantine.dylib (36.2.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <3F974196-FBAD-3DBD-8ED0-
DC16C2B3526B> /usr/lib/system/libquarantine.dylib
0x9a06c000 - 0x9a0d4ff3  com.apple.ISSupport (1.9.8 - 56) <963339C2-020F-337E-AFB9-176090F818EC> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/ISSupport.framework/Versions/A/ISSupport
0x9a0d5000 - 0x9a0dcff7  libsystem_notify.dylib (80.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <47DB9E1B-A7D1-3818-
A747-382B2C5D9E1B> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_notify.dylib
0x9a0dd000 - 0x9a40bfff  com.apple.FinderKit (1.0.1 - 1.0.1) <5D4B0D33-C8FB-3E85-8B19-052B2A9B9918> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/FinderKit.framework/Versions/A/FinderKit
0x9a40c000 - 0x9a450ff3  com.apple.framework.CoreWLAN (2.1.2 - 212.1) <5F2FB135-3B53-3DA8-
B7E1-90A0C5F42127> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreWLAN.framework/Versions/A/CoreWLAN
0x9a451000 - 0x9a4cdff7  libType1Scaler.dylib (??? - ???) <2560F511-3288-3367-A4E2-AD15219B6913> /System/
Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libType1Scaler.dylib
0x9a4ce000 - 0x9a4f6ffb  com.apple.speech.LatentSemanticMappingFramework (2.8.10 - 2.8.10) <922EB5D7-
EE4D-3B1C-A5F0-68E31BB6FBFD> /System/Library/Frameworks/LatentSemanticMapping.framework/Versions/A/
LatentSemanticMapping
0x9a4f7000 - 0x9a548ff3  com.apple.CoreMediaIO (210.0 - 3180) <6C9974AD-CA84-3C49-B55E-0496B675DBA1> /
System/Library/Frameworks/CoreMediaIO.framework/Versions/A/CoreMediaIO
0x9a549000 - 0x9a572ff1  com.apple.CoreServicesInternal (113.12 - 113.12) <CFF78E35-81F5-36C2-A59F-
BF85561AC16D> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreServicesInternal.framework/Versions/A/
CoreServicesInternal
0x9a573000 - 0x9a5fafff  com.apple.print.framework.PrintCore (7.1 - 366.1) <BD9120A6-BFB0-3796-
A903-05F627F696DF> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
PrintCore.framework/Versions/A/PrintCore
0x9a5fb000 - 0x9a610fff  com.apple.iChat.InstantMessage (6.0 - 833) <BE809A12-E9DC-3207-8929-
CB75778CEFFC> /System/Library/Frameworks/InstantMessage.framework/Versions/A/InstantMessage
0x9a611000 - 0x9a62dffc  libPng.dylib (??? - ???) <75F41C08-E187-354C-8115-79387F57FC2C> /System/Library/
Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ImageIO.framework/Versions/A/Resources/
libPng.dylib
0x9a834000 - 0x9a835ffd  com.apple.MonitorPanelFramework (1.4.0 - 1.4.0) <45AC1CB9-2A81-3FEA-9BA4-
E9BBA2582A28> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/MonitorPanel.framework/Versions/A/MonitorPanel
0x9a836000 - 0x9aae7ff7  com.apple.AddressBook.framework (6.1 - 1083) <060E8C9F-FBF8-3394-8D63-
D2DE0F428829> /System/Library/Frameworks/AddressBook.framework/Versions/A/AddressBook
0x9aae8000 - 0x9aafbffb  com.apple.MultitouchSupport.framework (220.62.1 - 220.62.1) <AE079D11-3A38-3707-
A2DF-6BD2FC24B712> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/MultitouchSupport.framework/Versions/A/
MultitouchSupport
0x9aafc000 - 0x9ab57ff3  com.apple.Symbolication (1.3 - 91) <4D12D2EC-5010-3958-A205-9A67E972C76A> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Symbolication.framework/Versions/A/Symbolication
0x9ab58000 - 0x9ab93fff  com.apple.bom (11.0 - 183) <39257FE6-8B23-39B6-9528-57184104A98F> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/Bom.framework/Versions/A/Bom
0x9ab94000 - 0x9ab97ffb  com.apple.help (1.3.2 - 42) <DDCEBA10-5CDE-3ED2-A52F-5CD5A0632CA2> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Help.framework/Versions/A/Help
0x9ab98000 - 0x9abb4ff5  com.apple.GenerationalStorage (1.0 - 126.1) 
<E622F823-7D98-3D13-9C3D-7EA482567394> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/GenerationalStorage.framework/
Versions/A/GenerationalStorage
0x9abb5000 - 0x9ac42fe7  libvMisc.dylib (325.4.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<F2A8BBA3-6431-3CED-8CD3-0953410B6F96> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/
Frameworks/vecLib.framework/Versions/A/libvMisc.dylib
0x9ac43000 - 0x9ac77ff8  libssl.0.9.8.dylib (44.0.0 - compatibility 0.9.8) <567E922C-
E64F-321B-9A47-6B18BF481625> /usr/lib/libssl.0.9.8.dylib
0x9ac78000 - 0x9ac79ff4  libremovefile.dylib (21.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <6DE3FDC7-0BE0-3791-B6F5-
C15422A8AFB8> /usr/lib/system/libremovefile.dylib
0x9ac7a000 - 0x9ac88fff  libdispatch.dylib (187.7.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <B50C62AD-0B5B-34C3-A491-
ECFD72ED505E> /usr/lib/system/libdispatch.dylib
0x9ac89000 - 0x9ac89fff  com.apple.quartzframework (1.5 - 1.5) <EF66BF08-620E-3D11-87D4-35D0B0CD1F6D> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Quartz
0x9ac8a000 - 0x9acdbfff  libFontRegistry.dylib (??? - ???) <DF69E8EC-9114-3757-8355-8F3E82156F85> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/ATS.framework/Versions/A/
Resources/libFontRegistry.dylib
0x9aced000 - 0x9add5fff  libxml2.2.dylib (10.3.0 - compatibility 10.0.0) <ED3F5E83-8C76-3D46-
B2FF-0D5BDF8970C5> /usr/lib/libxml2.2.dylib
0x9add6000 - 0x9adffffe  com.apple.opencl (1.50.69 - 1.50.69) <44120D48-00A2-3C09-9055-36D309F1E7C9> /
System/Library/Frameworks/OpenCL.framework/Versions/A/OpenCL
0x9ae00000 - 0x9ae02ff7  libdyld.dylib (195.5.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <637660EA-8D12-3B79-
B644-041FEADC9C33> /usr/lib/system/libdyld.dylib
0x9ae6d000 - 0x9ae76ffb  com.apple.aps.framework (2.1 - 2.1) <49258A4E-8E2E-3B11-A7BC-C489D4439DF6> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/ApplePushService.framework/Versions/A/ApplePushService
0x9ae77000 - 0x9ae87fff  libsasl2.2.dylib (3.15.0 - compatibility 3.0.0) 
<D6F728DA-990A-32A3-86FA-4A3F4D88E309> /usr/lib/libsasl2.2.dylib
0x9ae88000 - 0x9aeb2ff0  libpcre.0.dylib (1.1.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <5CAA1478-97E0-31EA-8F50-
BF09D665DD84> /usr/lib/libpcre.0.dylib
0x9aeb3000 - 0x9af7efff  libsystem_c.dylib (763.12.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <1B0A12B3-DAFA-31E2-8F82-
E98D620E4D72> /usr/lib/system/libsystem_c.dylib
0x9af8e000 - 0x9af9ffff  libbsm.0.dylib (??? - ???) <54ACF696-87C6-3652-808A-17BE7275C230> /usr/lib/
libbsm.0.dylib
0x9afa0000 - 0x9aff9fff  com.apple.HIServices (1.11 - ???) <F8B77735-B168-3E21-9B8F-921115B4C19B> /
System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/HIServices.framework/
Versions/A/HIServices
0x9affa000 - 0x9b079ff7  com.apple.iLifeMediaBrowser (2.6.2 - 502.2.12) <A6253E92-
F339-306D-9AC0-3CFAB169E8D0> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/iLifeMediaBrowser.framework/Versions/A/
iLifeMediaBrowser
0x9b07a000 - 0x9b07efff  com.apple.CommonPanels (1.2.5 - 94) <3A988595-DE53-34ED-9367-C9A737E2AF38> /
System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/CommonPanels.framework/Versions/A/
CommonPanels
0x9b07f000 - 0x9b0fbff0  com.apple.PDFKit (2.6.2 - 2.6.2) <5DC1CC0B-4F92-397F-98E3-5A5A9EB2CC5F> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Quartz.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/PDFKit.framework/Versions/A/PDFKit
0x9b298000 - 0x9b2c3fff  com.apple.framework.Admin (11.0 - 11.0) <42828364-0645-3AF1-9FD3-BEF1E5D01C93> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Admin.framework/Versions/A/Admin
0x9b2c4000 - 0x9b2c7ff9  libCGXType.A.dylib (600.0.0 - compatibility 64.0.0) <E06426D8-CC01-3754-B5B3-
D15CBA5C8D73> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CoreGraphics.framework/Versions/A/Resources/libCGXType.A.dylib
0x9b2c8000 - 0x9b2d0fff  com.apple.AOSNotification (1.4.0 - 504.1) <7C46FEED-
AC63-3527-97BA-55FA497F1582> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/AOSNotification.framework/Versions/A/
AOSNotification
0x9b2d1000 - 0x9b2dffff  libz.1.dylib (1.2.5 - compatibility 1.0.0) <E73A4025-835C-3F73-9853-
B08606E892DB> /usr/lib/libz.1.dylib
0x9b2eb000 - 0x9b35ffff  com.apple.CoreSymbolication (2.2 - 73.2) <FA9305CA-FB9B-3646-8C41-
FF8DF15AB2C1> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/CoreSymbolication.framework/Versions/A/CoreSymbolication
0x9b36c000 - 0x9b543fff  com.apple.CoreFoundation (6.7.1 - 635.19) <3A07EDA3-F460-3971-BFCB-
AFE9A11F74F1> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreFoundation.framework/Versions/A/CoreFoundation
0x9b55d000 - 0x9b55dfff  com.apple.Carbon (153 - 153) <6FF98F0F-2CDE-3888-A304-4ED447D24CE3> /System/
Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Carbon
0x9b59d000 - 0x9b67eff7  com.apple.DiscRecording (6.0.3 - 6030.4.1) <BB3FE6A8-B9EB-3CA2-
B87E-70F7688527EA> /System/Library/Frameworks/DiscRecording.framework/Versions/A/DiscRecording
0x9b67f000 - 0x9b67fffe  libkeymgr.dylib (23.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <7F0E8EE2-9E8F-366F-9988-
E2F119DB9A82> /usr/lib/system/libkeymgr.dylib
0x9b680000 - 0x9b6bcff7  com.apple.imfoundation (6.0 - 800) <EF9D5E78-52B8-3BE8-B2DD-0C1283ED2F5E> /
System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/IMCore.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/IMFoundation.framework/Versions/
A/IMFoundation
0x9b6ef000 - 0x9b6f7fff  com.apple.DiskArbitration (2.4.1 - 2.4.1) <28D5D8B5-14E8-3DA1-9085-
B9BC96835ACF> /System/Library/Frameworks/DiskArbitration.framework/Versions/A/DiskArbitration
0x9b6f8000 - 0x9b9fafff  com.apple.CoreServices.CarbonCore (960.20 - 960.20) <E6300673-A013-3A91-BB1A-
DD793B857E16> /System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
CarbonCore.framework/Versions/A/CarbonCore
0x9b9fb000 - 0x9ba46fff  com.apple.iCalendar (5.0 - 104) <F1F1961A-7891-38AE-8FAF-EB97E6DFA469> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/iCalendar.framework/Versions/A/iCalendar
0x9ba47000 - 0x9ba79fff  com.apple.CalDAV (1.0.1 - 51.3) <1B6C9B43-1D67-343A-A988-AAE688EF97AF> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/CalDAV.framework/Versions/A/CalDAV
0x9ba7a000 - 0x9ba80ffb  com.apple.print.framework.Print (7.1 - 247.1) <5D7ADC17-D8EF-3958-9C0C-
AA45B7717FBA> /System/Library/Frameworks/Carbon.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/Print.framework/Versions/
A/Print
0x9ba81000 - 0x9ba8efff  com.apple.HelpData (2.1.2 - 72) <37D51522-EDED-38BC-9412-3224ED91A078> /System/
Library/PrivateFrameworks/HelpData.framework/Versions/A/HelpData
0x9ba8f000 - 0x9baa2fff  com.apple.syncservices.syncservicesui (6.2 - 673.4) <BBDA48B2-15C9-35BC-
A5EE-0D72E66773A5> /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/SyncServicesUI.framework/Versions/A/SyncServicesUI
0x9baa3000 - 0x9bad2ff7  libsystem_info.dylib (??? - ???) <37640811-445B-3BB7-9934-A7C99848250D> /usr/
lib/system/libsystem_info.dylib
0x9bad3000 - 0x9bad3fff  com.apple.Accelerate.vecLib (3.7 - vecLib 3.7) <22997C20-
BEB7-301D-86C5-5BFB3B06D212> /System/Library/Frameworks/Accelerate.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
vecLib.framework/Versions/A/vecLib
0x9bad4000 - 0x9bb6bff3  com.apple.securityfoundation (5.0 - 55107) <DF36D4ED-47F7-3F7F-
AB09-32E5BFB7EF05> /System/Library/Frameworks/SecurityFoundation.framework/Versions/A/SecurityFoundation
0x9bb6c000 - 0x9bb76fff  libcsfde.dylib (??? - ???) <1EB83BCA-0A96-3A52-B99B-AD9B9E2A7568> /usr/lib/
libcsfde.dylib
0x9bb77000 - 0x9bb7bffa  libcache.dylib (47.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<98A82BC5-0DD9-3212-9CAE-35A77278EEB6> /usr/lib/system/libcache.dylib
0x9c20e000 - 0x9c2e5ffb  com.apple.avfoundation (2.0 - 180.30) <6788562E-A9A8-3898-A0F4-66D9BBAE3430> /
System/Library/Frameworks/AVFoundation.framework/Versions/A/AVFoundation
0x9c2e6000 - 0x9c3a3ff3  ColorSyncDeprecated.dylib (4.6.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<1C0646D4-18D6-375E-9C0E-EA066C6A6C3C> /System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/
Frameworks/ColorSync.framework/Versions/A/Resources/ColorSyncDeprecated.dylib
0x9c3a4000 - 0x9c3a4fff  libdnsinfo.dylib (395.6.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <959E5139-
EB23-3529-8881-2BCB5724D1A9> /usr/lib/system/libdnsinfo.dylib
0x9c3a5000 - 0x9cdc5fff  com.apple.WebCore (7534.53 - 7534.53.11) 
<1A48798F-7E15-3792-9CA2-8661F49669AB> /System/Library/Frameworks/WebKit.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/
WebCore.framework/Versions/A/WebCore
0xba300000 - 0xba301ffb  libCyrillicConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <F098D5D3-
D551-3E69-8261-208A9091BBF0> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libCyrillicConverter.dylib
0xba500000 - 0xba501ff7  libGreekConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <39A9F462-05DD-383B-
B01A-2B528E18D049> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libGreekConverter.dylib
0xba900000 - 0xba91bffd  libJapaneseConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <5635DF40-8D8E-3B8C-
B075-7B3FC0F184A4> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libJapaneseConverter.dylib
0xbab00000 - 0xbab21ff6  libKoreanConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) <17226124-8E8A-34EB-
A2C4-D4A0469CF45B> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libKoreanConverter.dylib
0xbb100000 - 0xbb103fff  libLatinSuppConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<E04F79A8-130A-3529-8D8A-E62821CF6A81> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libLatinSuppConverter.dylib
0xbb500000 - 0xbb500fff  libThaiConverter.dylib (54.0.0 - compatibility 1.0.0) 
<6CBA4C09-1460-3249-92C2-1D96F56ED7ED> /System/Library/CoreServices/Encodings/libThaiConverter.dylib

External Modification Summary:
  Calls made by other processes targeting this process:
    task_for_pid: 37
    thread_create: 0
    thread_set_state: 0
  Calls made by this process:
    task_for_pid: 0
    thread_create: 0
    thread_set_state: 0
  Calls made by all processes on this machine:
    task_for_pid: 535279
    thread_create: 2
    thread_set_state: 39057

VM Region Summary:
ReadOnly portion of Libraries: Total=287.3M resident=138.0M(48%) swapped_out_or_unallocated=149.3M(52%)
Writable regions: Total=1.6G written=1.3G(78%) resident=1.5G(93%) swapped_out=0K(0%) 
unallocated=122.9M(7%)
 
REGION TYPE                      VIRTUAL
===========                      =======
ATS (font support)                 32.8M
CG backing stores                  48.0M
CG image                            972K
CG raster data                     2116K
CG shared images                   3504K
CoreAnimation                       124K
CoreGraphics                          8K
CoreServices                       2856K
Foundation (reserved)                 8K        reserved VM address space (unallocated)
IOKit                              18.0M
IOKit (reserved)                   1664K        reserved VM address space (unallocated)
MALLOC                              1.5G
MALLOC guard page                    48K
Memory tag=240                        4K
Memory tag=242                       12K
Memory tag=249                      156K
OpenCL                               84K
OpenGL GLSL                        1116K
OpenGL GLSL (reserved)              128K        reserved VM address space (unallocated)
SQLite page cache                   288K
Stack                              71.7M
VM_ALLOCATE                        19.6M
__CI_BITMAP                          80K
__DATA                             14.9M
__DATA/__OBJC                       444K
__IMAGE                             528K
__IMPORT                            168K
__LINKEDIT                         62.2M
__OBJC                             6892K
__OBJC/__DATA                       132K
__PAGEZERO                            4K
__RC_CAMERAS                        232K
__TEXT                            225.1M
__UNICODE                           544K
mapped file                       114.5M
shared memory                      45.6M
shared pmap                        4316K
===========                      =======
TOTAL                               2.2G
TOTAL, minus reserved VM space      2.2G

 

And it’s not as if “collecting a ton of information from a crash” is a new idea. Here is an assertion report generated by an application crash on 
OS X. And when I say “detailed state information” I’m thinking of something like this.



Now THAT’S an assertion report I can work with.



Debugging a crash is like solving a crime.

The police don’t solve a crime AT the crime scene. You can't freeze the crime scene until the crime is solved, life must carry on. So the police 
send in their forensic team to collect evidence, and the crime is solved later in the forensic lab

Remote debugging on a user machine that has crashed, should be your very last option. This is super intrusive. And if we collect enough 
evidence, you may rarely have to.

[CLICK] Mercenaries would dump a complete map of all allocated memory, as well as a history of the 5000 most recent memory manager 
events. This was tremendously helpful. It helped up to track down dangling pointers, memory corruption, memory leaks, causes of 
fragmentation and so on.
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Assertion report
● This is the evidence collected at the crime scene

● Call stack and registers are only the beginning, also...

● All running processes and threads

● Complete map of all allocated memory blocks

● Time and place of incident

● ...more is better

Debugging a crash is like solving a crime.

The police don’t solve a crime AT the crime scene. You can't freeze the crime scene until the crime is solved, life must carry on. So the police 
send in their forensic team to collect evidence, and the crime is solved later in the forensic lab

Remote debugging on a user machine that has crashed, should be your very last option. This is super intrusive. And if we collect enough 
evidence, you may rarely have to.

[CLICK] Mercenaries would dump a complete map of all allocated memory, as well as a history of the 5000 most recent memory manager 
events. This was tremendously helpful. It helped up to track down dangling pointers, memory corruption, memory leaks, causes of 
fragmentation and so on.



Session Log

So if the assertion report is your crime scene evidence, the session log is the surveillance tape. This records the events leading up to the crime, 
and the crime in progress.
This is not a new idea either. All major operating systems have been recording session logs for decades.

Every time your game code does something significant, write it to the log. Every file opened, every read operation completed. Every movement 
of the user. At Insomniac we send our session data to a central server, so it is immediately accessible by any engineer.

[CLICK] Store everything that could be of interest. The more the better. The only limits are storage and network traffic. And storage is cheap.
To minimize network traffic and dependence on network performance, the session data is sent to the local host PC first. A daemon running on 
the host PC will collect the session log messages and forward them to the log server asynchronously. The data format is also kept very 
compact. Although the programmer writes to the log system using a printf-style API, the printf formatting is not expanded on the client side at 
all. The formatting string itself is transmitted, and the printf-style “varargs” are transmitted in their original binary form. Even the formatting 
string is not transmitted more than once per session.
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Session Log
● This is your “surveillance video” of the crime in progress

● User name, machine name, code/data versions 

● File I/O, asset loading

● Errors, warnings - silent or not

● User actions and state changes

● All skipped assertions in same session

So if the assertion report is your crime scene evidence, the session log is the surveillance tape. This records the events leading up to the crime, 
and the crime in progress.
This is not a new idea either. All major operating systems have been recording session logs for decades.

Every time your game code does something significant, write it to the log. Every file opened, every read operation completed. Every movement 
of the user. At Insomniac we send our session data to a central server, so it is immediately accessible by any engineer.

[CLICK] Store everything that could be of interest. The more the better. The only limits are storage and network traffic. And storage is cheap.
To minimize network traffic and dependence on network performance, the session data is sent to the local host PC first. A daemon running on 
the host PC will collect the session log messages and forward them to the log server asynchronously. The data format is also kept very 
compact. Although the programmer writes to the log system using a printf-style API, the printf formatting is not expanded on the client side at 
all. The formatting string itself is transmitted, and the printf-style “varargs” are transmitted in their original binary form. Even the formatting 
string is not transmitted more than once per session.



Of course this quantity of information requires some kind of interface.
At Insomniac, we store our session logs and assertion reports in a MongoDB database with an HTTP server.
This makes it fairly easy to put together front end in a web browser. This screenshot is very much a work in progress.
More sophisticated filtering and searching is in the future. And because the entire database is only an HTTP query away, any programmer can 
write some javascript to go data mining for something that isn’t already covered by the standard interface.



The assert system needs to...
● Accurately identify the owner, and direct the report

● Collect detailed state information from the crash

● Collect a log of events leading up to the failure

Now some code examples.

Remember, we want to make the assertion less intrusive. That means skippable, or even “auto-skip”



#define ASSERT( expression, format, ... )\
(\
  ( ( expression ) ?\
    true :\
    (\
      HandleAssert\
      ( __FILE__, __FUNCTION__, __LINE__,\
        #expression, format, __VA_ARGS__\
      ),\
      false\
    )\
  )\
)

“Skippable” assertions need a fix-up. The shipped product may, or may not keep the fix up code.

I have slightly restructured the ASSERT macro. You may prefer to give it a different name.

First of all, the ASSERT macro now returns a boolean value. This will control the fix up.

Also, I collect the function name. I will show you why in a minute.
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Vec3 VecNormalize( const Vec3& v )
{
  float length = VecLength( v );
  if( ASSERT( length != 0.f ) )
  {
    return v / length;
  }
  else
  {
    return v;
  }
}

This is how the new ASSERT macro works with the fix-up code. If the precondition is met, the ASSERT macro returns true, and the normal code 
can be executed. If the assertion fails, it returns false, and the fix-up occurs.

Of course if the assertion fails, it calls the assertion handler before returning. The assertion handler then reports the assertion to the server, 
and may or may not display the assertion dialog.
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  }
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  {
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  }
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This is how the new ASSERT macro works with the fix-up code. If the precondition is met, the ASSERT macro returns true, and the normal code 
can be executed. If the assertion fails, it returns false, and the fix-up occurs.

Of course if the assertion fails, it calls the assertion handler before returning. The assertion handler then reports the assertion to the server, 
and may or may not display the assertion dialog.



ScopeOwner* g_ScopeOwner = NULL;

struct ScopeOwner
{
  ScopeOwner( const char* name )
  {
    m_Name = name;
    m_Next = g_ScopeOwner;
    g_ScopeOwner = this;
  }
  ~ScopeOwner() { g_ScopeOwner = m_Next; }

  const char*  m_Name;
  ScopeOwner*  m_Next;
};

And if you recall, the system must “accurately identify the owner”.

In previous attempts, we would manually specify the alleged owner as an argument to the macro. This works fine for top-level assertions.
What about assertions in the library? Hopefully your libraries are full of assertion tests. Every argument to a library function should be verified. 
Every operation must be validated. I hope you’re already doing that.

But assertions placed in the library should rarely be directed at the library author. They almost always should go to the author of the code 
calling in to the library.

That’s why I’m proposing a simple scoping scheme. I’d like to call this feature “blame upcasting”



void SomeUserFunction()
{
  ScopeOwner so( "RPW" );
  // ...
  Vec3 dir = VecNormalize( end - start );
  // ...
}

This is then how you mark your scope. You create a scoped object on the stack with your ID. The object gets added to the front of the owner 
list when it is created, and removed when it is destroyed.

Note that you don’t have to declare scope in every single function that you write. You only need to do this in the functions of your system that 
are part of your API. In other words, your public functions. In a well-designed API, that’s a small number of places.
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void HandleAssert( const char* file, const char* function,
  int line, const char* expr, const char* fmt, ... )
{
  va_list args;
  va_start( args, fmt );
  const char* owner = g_ScopeOwner->m_Name;
  log::errorf( "Assertion failed in %s, %s, line %d\n",
                file, function, line );
  log::errorf( "Expression %s\n", expr );
  log::errorf( "Id: %s-%s-%s\n", function, file, owner );
  log::errorf( "Owner: %s\n", g_ScopeOwner->m_Name );
  log::verrorf( fmt, args );
  printf( "\n" );
  va_end( args );
}

Remember these assertion reports go into a database. And there will be a lot of them. This database needs to be organized in some way. And 
you definitely want to keep multiple reports of the same assertion together. In order to do that, you need an assertion ID.

Last piece of the puzzle: we need to identify the assert in a persistent manner

The file name and line number won’t do for this purpose. You will be collecting reports over a period of time. And if, during that time, the 
source file changes, the line number of the assertion will change. Identifying the assertion by the function, and not by the line number, is more 
persistent.

Note that I’m also including the scope owner in the ID. This means that the VecNormalize assertion that is called from, say, the animation 
system scope will be sorted separate from the VecNormalize called from the AI system scope.
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//DEBUG
  if( ASSERT( length != 0.f ) )
    return v / length;
  else
    return v;

Traditionally, or at least, as originally intended by Dennis Ritchie in 1978, assertion macros are not compiled for release builds.
But I think most developers would like to keep at least the fix-up code in the shipped version.
The syntax that I just proposed, with the ASSERT macro that returns a boolean, you have a number of options. You will need to define a few 
different versions of the ASSERT macro, that compile differently under a RELEASE build.
[CLICK] So if you want to keep the fix up in a release build, you can rig your ASSERT macro in such a way that after the preprocessor, the code 
looks like this. Only the test and the fix-up are kept.
[CLICK] Some assertion tests may cause noticeable performance issues. This is the case for assertions in inner loops, or assertions that involve 
expensive verification. In that case, you’d rig a version of the ASSERT macro that expands just to the boolean value TRUE.
[CLICK]The optimizer will strip out the unreachable code.
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Directed assertions

So to summarize: directed assertions use a scoping mechanism to identify the likely owner, and more accurately direct the assertion.
[CLICK] Collect a lot more data from the crime scene than just a call stack
[CLICK] Record all events leading up to the failure
[CLICK] All this is done in an effort to solve the crime without involving innocent bystanders
[CLICK] It is really a remote debugging system. Remote in location, and also in time
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● Record extensive session log
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Directed assertions
● Report assertions to the right team member

● CSI: collect as much evidence as possible

● Record extensive session log

● Don’t bug others about your debugging task
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[CLICK] It is really a remote debugging system. Remote in location, and also in time



Directed assertions
● Report assertions to the right team member

● CSI: collect as much evidence as possible

● Record extensive session log

● Don’t bug others about your debugging task

● More data = quicker fix and less intrusion

So to summarize: directed assertions use a scoping mechanism to identify the likely owner, and more accurately direct the assertion.
[CLICK] Collect a lot more data from the crime scene than just a call stack
[CLICK] Record all events leading up to the failure
[CLICK] All this is done in an effort to solve the crime without involving innocent bystanders
[CLICK] It is really a remote debugging system. Remote in location, and also in time



Client/server tools architecture

Now I want to talk about a very powerful architecture choice that we made at Insomniac Games for our tools.

It has been mentioned in other talks already, earlier this week.

This choice was made before I started at Insomniac Games. I have called it the gift that keeps on giving.



Save often
World Editor

Let me use the example of our world editor.

In a traditional editor, the document that you are working on is kept and maintained by the editor application itself. This is the working data, or 
the “model” of a model-view-controller architecture. It is deserialized on start up, and serialized when you save.

[CLICK] So the changes that you make operate on the document model in memory.
Now you have been in this line of work for a while, and you know that the tools are still in development, and only stable in between crashes. So 
you save often.
[CLICK] And you carry on working
[CLICK] And... [CLICK] boom! There it goes again. Crashed. And with the application, your latest changes are also gone. And so is your copy/
paste data and undo queue.
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In the client-server architecture that we developed for our tools, this works quite differently. The editor application doesn’t store the document. 
It is kept on a server. We call it LunaServer.
LunaServer is a process running on the same host PC as the editor. The editor and the server are on the same machine. We have not found it 
necessary yet to connect over the network.
The application only keeps a cache copy in memory. It does this only so that it can display the document, and process mouse clicks and so on. 
The authoritative document is maintained by the server.
The server is completely generic. It knows nothing of the nature of the data that it maintains. It just stores the data, collects changes from the 
client, reports changes to the client when they come in from other clients. More about that in a moment.

[CLICK] While you are using the editor application, it sends every individual change to the server, immediately. The document in its entirety is 
only ever transmitted once, from the server to the application, when the application starts up. So it can initialize its local cache version.
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And the server itself is backed by MongoDB. We use MongoDB in several other places in our production pipeline, and it has been serving us very 
well.

[CLICK] And oops. There it goes again. The editor application has crashed. Not to worry. Your data is safe. Not only all your changes right up to 
the point where the crash occurred, but also the undo queue and copy/paste data. You can restart the application, and continue working as if 
nothing ever happened.

Of course the server itself could crash, and so could MongoDB. But that is much less likely. The idea is that the server stabilizes and matures 
early on, while the editor application continues to be in development.
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I mentioned a moment ago that the server transmits changes coming from other clients. Our world editor is in fact two clients.
[CLICK] The 3D view editor is separate from the 2D interface.
[CLICK] The 3D view is in fact a completely separate application. It has no 2D interface at all. No HUD, no controls, other than the 3D 
manipulators. It is written in C++, it is built with our game engine, and it renders to a client window in Chrome. The 2D UI is written entirely in 
JavaScript and HTML5.
The 3D view and 2D UI never talk to each other. Each only ever communicates with the server. They report their changes to the server, and the 
server transmits changes to other clients.
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I mentioned a moment ago that the server transmits changes coming from other clients. Our world editor is in fact two clients.
[CLICK] The 3D view editor is separate from the 2D interface.
[CLICK] The 3D view is in fact a completely separate application. It has no 2D interface at all. No HUD, no controls, other than the 3D 
manipulators. It is written in C++, it is built with our game engine, and it renders to a client window in Chrome. The 2D UI is written entirely in 
JavaScript and HTML5.
The 3D view and 2D UI never talk to each other. Each only ever communicates with the server. They report their changes to the server, and the 
server transmits changes to other clients.
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[CLICK] So any changes made in the 3D view are immediately transmitted to the server
[CLICK] The server updates MongoDB
[CLICK] We use a restful client/server model, so in order to keep synchronization with the server, the 2D interface client has to poll the server 
for changes.
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[CLICK] So any changes made in the 3D view are immediately transmitted to the server
[CLICK] The server updates MongoDB
[CLICK] We use a restful client/server model, so in order to keep synchronization with the server, the 2D interface client has to poll the server 
for changes.
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And vice versa, changes made in the 2D UI are transmitted immediately to the server, and the next time the 3D view polls for changes, it will 
get the updates.
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And vice versa, changes made in the 2D UI are transmitted immediately to the server, and the next time the 3D view polls for changes, it will 
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As I mentioned, it is the gift that keeps on giving. Why stop at two clients?
[CLICK] We could add another 3D view, perhaps showing a completely different part of the level.
[CLICK] And why stop at the world editor? As I mentioned, LunaServer is oblivious to the meaning of the data that it manages. It only deals with 
documents, changes, poll requests from clients, and MongoDB. All our other tools store their document in the same way.
And the cool thing is, if any document is shared between two editors, changes in one will show up immediately in the other. So if you change 
an effect in the particle editor, and that effect has been placed in a level, and you are viewing it in the world editor, any changes you make in 
the particle editor have immediate effect in the world editor’s 3D view.
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And it keeps on giving. Because LunaServer already manages documents in a database, and deals with document changes and synchronization 
on a very abstract level, this is the perfect place to implement an undo system. It manages undo by keeping a log of all database transactions, 
it computes the inverse, so that when told to perform an undo, it generates a change to revert the document in question to an earlier state. The 
clients, the editors, don’t need to do anything special. They just process their the changes they receive in the normal way. There is no undo 
code at all in any of the editors.

And Perforce integration has also been implemented on server level. There is no code at all in any of the editors, to deal with Perforce. Same 
with loading and saving to disk, and reverting. All prompts and dialogs are handled on the server level.

This simplifies editor code significantly, and offers the user a very consistent look and behavior.



Client/server tools architecture

So there you have it.
LunaServer matures early on, because it is a general purpose document manager that is already feature complete.
[CLICK] This model offers protection against data loss due to crashes
[CLICK] Synchronization between multiple editors is a snap, just by following the rules of synchronizing with the server
[CLICK] Editors are written only to do their specialized job
[CLICK] And all undo, Perforce integration and so on is automatically available in any tool, and this offers the user a consistent experience 
across tools, and saves editor programmers a ton of work.
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As engineers, we like to design how all our systems to work beautifully and efficiently. But if we concentrate on perfection, we end up with a 
system that either works perfectly or not at all. No plan B.

[CLICK] We need to consider that while our software is in development, imperfection must be expected, and will be common. How well your 
production pipeline fails is an important factor in its success.
Allow users to switch to older builds. Make assertions less disruptive. Take measures to prevent data loss in the case of a failure.

[CLICK] A plan that attempts only to reduce failure is doomed to fail. It is the quality of failure that needs to be controlled.
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